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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF UDDANDARAYUNIPALEM VILLAGE
1.0. Project and Public Purpose
The Andhra Pradesh Reorganization Act 2014 (Central Act 6 of 2014), came into force on 2nd
June, 2014, provided for the reorganization of the existing state of Andhra Pradesh. One of
the most critical priorities for the new state is the formation of the New Capital city, which is
very important from the perspective of economic development, cultural integrity and
administrative functioning.
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has decided to establish a green field capital city as a
liveable, environmentally sustainable and people’s capital. For this purpose, the location of
the capital was identified between Vijayawada and Guntur cities on the upstream of
Prakasam Barrage on the river Krishna, with an area of 217.23 Sq. Km, which is covering a
current population of 102401 in 24 revenue villages and part of Tadepalli Municipality which
are covered under 26 LPS Units. The proposed Amaravati capital city is being planned to
accommodate a population of 3.55 million by 2050.
The proposed capital city is being developed with ‘state-of-the-art’ infrastructure including
world class roads, water supply facilities, administrative and institutional complexes,
drainage, sanitation, Solid Waste Management (SWM) facilities, river front development etc,
among others.

Vision: The New Capital of Andhra Pradesh is envisioned to be the pioneer Smart City of
India. It aims to be World Class and at par with the standards set forth by countries such as
Singapore. The new capital will be an economic powerhouse that will create a range of
earning opportunities for existing resident villagers by upgrading their skills, as well as
provide high-tech and knowledge based opportunities under industrial sector to be globally
competitive and attempts to make them qualified for self-employment by providing interest
free loans up to 25 lakhs. Housing will be at the core of its planning and will aim to provide
affordable and quality homes to all its residents. It will demonstrate global quality of life
standards to offer high levels of convenience to people of all ages.

Purpose: The procurement of lands required for the project is primarily under land pooling
scheme as declared under A.P. Capital City LPS (F&I) Rules, 2015 and Land Pooling
Development Scheme includes lands acquired for the project under LA, R&R Act, 2013. The
Land Pooling Scheme is declared as per public purpose under AP CRDA Act, 2014.
Amaravati Capital City Development Project is an infrastructure project which includes subsectors like transport, energy, water and sanitation, communication and social infrastructure.
Hence the project is for public purpose within the meaning of section 2(1) of the LA, R&R
Act, 2013.

EPTRI, Hyderabad
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1.1. Location

Figure 1 Key plan depicting the geographic location of the project
1.2. Size attributes of Land Acquisition
The geographical extent of Uddandarayunipalem village is Ac. 1065.32 cents and an extent
of Ac. 612.72 cents is the target under Land Pooling Scheme / Land Acquisition. Out of it an
extent of Ac. 559.763 cents have been procured under Land Pooling Scheme and an extent of
Ac. 52.957 cents are to be acquired under RFCT LA R&R Act, 2013. Details of the land to be
acquired along with the extent and Survey no’s have been presented in the Table E1

EPTRI, Hyderabad
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Table E1: Land to be acquired in Uddandarayunipalem Village
Sl.
No

Total
Extent
Classificat
Survey
Sub
Extent covered by
ion Dry/
No.
Division Acs.
Land
Jareebu
Cts
acquisition

1

12

2A

2.64

0.6400

Jareebu

2

12

2A

2.64

0.7000

Jareebu

3

12

2A

2.64

1.1400

Jareebu

4

12

1B

0.81

0.8100

Jareebu

5

20

G

2.58

0.0500

Jareebu

6

20

K2

0.03

0.0300

Jareebu

7

20

C

2.16

1.0800

Jareebu

8

20

H1

0.1

0.0150

Jareebu

9

23

C

1.34

1.1800

Jareebu

10

23

B

1.3

1.3000

Jareebu

11

23

A

1.26

1.2600

Jareebu

12

24

1A

0.21

0.2100

Jareebu

13

24

2A

0.45

0.4500

Jareebu

14

24

3A

0.59

0.5900

Jareebu

15

24

3B

0.57

0.5700

Jareebu

16

24

1B

2.75

2.7400

Jareebu

17

26

1A

0.98

0.9800

Jareebu

18

27

B

2.79

2.2900

Jareebu

19

27

B

2.79

0.5100

Jareebu

20

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

Jareebu

21

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

Jareebu

22

28

A2

0.75

0.128

Jareebu

23

28

A2

0.75

0.2500

Jareebu

EPTRI, Hyderabad

Name & address of the
person interested
Shaik Meeravali (Imam
Saheb)
Shaik Sivaiah (Imam Saheb)
Tadikonda Bharathi Devi
(Sridhar Babu)
Tadikonda Venkateswararao
(Naga Malleswararao)
Tadikonda Koteswara rao
(Nageswara rao)
Battula Naga malleswararao
(Seshaiah)
Battula Naga malleswararao
(Seshaiah)
Battula Naga malleswararao
(Seshaiah)
Gadde Krishna Gayathri
(Venkata Sivaram Prasad)
Gadde Venkata Sivaram
Prasad (Govardhanarao)
Jonnalagadda Sambasivarao
(Appaiah)
GADDE VENKATA SIVA
RAM PRASAD
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
BATTULA NAGA
MALLESWARA RAO
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
MURAKONDA LAKSHMI
NARAYANA
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
BACHU GANESH
KANIGALPULA
KASINADABABU
MALLISETTY
RAMMOHANRAO
MURAKONDA LAKSHMI
NARAYANA
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24

28

B2

0.63

0.4700

Jareebu

25

28

C2

0.57

0.5700

Jareebu

26

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

Jareebu

27

28

A

0.75

0.1800

Jareebu

28
29

29
31

B

9.84
0.58

1.0000
0.5800

Jareebu
Jareebu

30

31

C

0.57

0.5700

Jareebu

31

35

C

1.94

0.5000

Jareebu

32

35

C

1.94

0.4950

Jareebu

33

36

C3

0.89

0.4000

Jareebu

34

36

D1

0.05

0.0250

Jareebu

35

38

A

0.63

0.0050

Jareebu

36

38

C

1.15

0.0100

Jareebu

37

38

E

0.47

0.0300

Jareebu

38

38

F

0.45

0.0100

Jareebu

39

38

G

0.45

0.0100

Jareebu

40

38

H

0.44

0.0100

Jareebu

41

38

I

1.14

0.1000

Jareebu

42

38

J

0.99

0.0200

Jareebu

43
44

39
39

B
D

2.8
2.77

0.0050
0.0200

Jareebu
Jareebu

45

39

A2

2.73

0.4600

Jareebu

46

41

B1

0.4275

0.2140

Jareebu

47

41

B1

0.4275

0.2140

Jareebu

48

41

B1

1.42

0.3500

Jareebu

49
50
51
52
53

41
41
41
41
41

C1
B1
C1
D2
E

1.37
0.99
1.37
0.25
0.9

0.6450
0.0430
0.4500
0.0800
0.0500

Jareebu
Jareebu
Jareebu
Jareebu
Jareebu

EPTRI, Hyderabad

Murakonda Lakshmi
Narayana (Ramaiah)
Murakonda Sambasivarao
RAMACHANDRA RAO
ARAVAPALLI
Murakonda Sambasivarao
(Ramaiah)
Tadikonda Sadasivarao
Tadikonda Sadasivarao
Tadikonda Venkateswarara
Rao (Naga Malleswararao)
Maddula Alekhya ( SriHari)
Murakonda Naga
Malleswararao (Kotaiah)
Jonnalagadda Punnarao
(Seshaiah)
Jonnalagadda Punnarao
(Seshaiah)
Tadikonda Ravindra
babu(Nageswara ao)
Tadikonda Koteswara rao
(Nageswara rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kolli Satya Narayaya
Vemuri krishna Kumari
BATTULA NAGA
MALLESWARA RAO
Annavarapu Prameela
(Janardhanarao)
Annavarapu Sireesha (Bala
Prasad)
Bachala Srinivasarao
(Narasimharao)
Ginjupalli Sri Ramaiah
Ginjupalli Sri Ramaiah
Mekala Krupadanam
Mekala Sireesha
CHERUKURI NAGUR
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1.42

0.4700

Jareebu

17.16

0.0050

Jareebu

B1

0.98

0.9800

Jareebu

49

B

4.31

0.0050

Jareebu

58

51

C

0.91

0.0050

Jareebu

59

52

0.07

Jareebu

60

53

0.16

0.0700
0.1600

Tadikonda Omkar Babu
(Venkatrao)
Uppulapati Venkata Ramana
And Madhavi
Jonnalagadda Sivamma
(Sambasivarao)
Tadikonda keethana
Mandala Sangeetha rao
(Joseph)
Proposed Road

Jareebu

Proposed Road

61

53

D

1.4800

Jareebu

62

53

E

2.9

1.8750

Jareebu

63

55

10

0.2000

Jareebu

64

55

10

0.1000

Jareebu

65

57

A

7.23

0.1000

Jareebu

66

57

A

7.23

0.2400

Jareebu

67

57

B

3.83

0.1700

Jareebu

68

57

A

7.23

0.8000

Jareebu

69

57

B

3.83

0.3000

Jareebu

70

57

A

7.23

1.0000

Jareebu

71

59

2

4.32

2.2000

Jareebu

72

60

C

1.67

0.8400

Jareebu

73

61

8.16

0.1000

Jareebu

74

61

8.16

1.0000

Jareebu

75

61

8.16

1.5000

Jareebu

76

61

8.16

0.5000

Jareebu

77

61

8.16

2.0650

Jareebu

78
79

63
64

0.11
0.03

0.1100
0.0300

Jareebu
Jareebu

80

65

3.85

0.0700

Jareebu

81

69

1.76

0.6000

Jareebu

54

41

55

45

56

48

57
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B

A

Tadionda Sadasiva rao
(Venkata ramaiah )
Tadikonda Sadasivarao
(Venkatramaiah)
Katta Vinay Kumar
(Ramarao)
Kondepati Himabindu(Anil
Kumar)
Gujjarlapudi
Suresh(Madhusudhanarao)
Gujjaralapudi
Madhusudhanarao (Subbaiah)
Jujala Venkata rao
Gujjaralapudi
Madhusudhanarao (Subbaiah)
Gogineni Rajeswari
(Venkatrao)
Nekkalapudi Jagan Mohanrao
(Venkata Krishnarao)
Tadikonda
Srinivasarao(Smbasiva rao
Tadikonda
Srinivasarao(Smbasiva rao
Tadikonda Jhansi Lakshmi
Tadikonda Srinivasarao
(Sambasivarao)
Tadikonda Sandeep
(Srinivasarao)
Tadikonda Srinivasarao
Tadikonda Sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
Proposed Road
Proposed Road
Battula Srinivasarao
(Subbaiah)
Bachala Srinivasarao
(Narasimharao)
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Battula Satish
(Sambasivarao)
Battula Satish
83
86
1A
0.25
0.0750
Jareebu
(Sambasivarao)
Battula Satish
84
86
B
0.17
0.1550
Jareebu
(Sambasivarao)
Battula Kalpana
85
86
B
0.17
0.1100
Jareebu
(Koteswararao)
Battula Sambasivarao
86
86
B
0.17
0.1100
Jareebu
(Kotaiah)
87
86
B
0.17
0.1400
Jareebu
Battula Veeraiah (Ayyanna)
88
86
A
0.25
0.1670
Jareebu
Battula Veeraiah (Ayyanna)
Bejawada Narendra Babu
89
87
B
4.25
0.7400
Jareebu
(Venkatappaiah)
Bejawada Narendra Babu
90
87
B
4.25
0.4700
Jareebu
(Venkatappaiah)
Battula Sambasivarao
91
87
A
3.4
0.2000
Jareebu
(Ayyanna)
Battula Kalpana
92
87
B
4.25
0.4100
Jareebu
(Koteswararao)
Battula Kalpana
93
87
A
3.4
0.0300
Jareebu
(Koteswararao)
Battula Satish
94
87
A
3.4
1.3050
Jareebu
(Sambasivarao)
95
87
A
3.4
0.5700
Jareebu
Battula Veeraiah (Ayyanna)
96
87
B
4.25
0.4400
Jareebu
BATTULA VEERAIAH
Gummadi Sundararao
97
87
B
4.25
0.4200
Jareebu
(Venkaiah)
Gummadi Sundararao
98
87
A
3.4
0.5400
Jareebu
(Venkaiah)
Kollimarla Srihari Rao
99
92
4.47
0.9000
Jareebu
(Venkata Subbaiah)
Katta Lakhsmi Prasanna
100
93
4.16
0.0800
Jareebu
(Ramarao)
101
94
1A
4.76
1.6200
Jareebu
Battula Sri Hari
Battula Sadasivarao
102
94
1A
4.76
0.0400
Jareebu
(Ramaiah)
Madhirapalli VenkataPati
103
95
C
3.71
0.0100
Jareebu
Rao (Apparao)
Kollimarla Sri harirao
104
95
E
1.00
1.0000
Jareebu
(Venkata Subbaiah)
52.9570
TOTAL EXTENT OF LAND
Source: APCRDA, LPS Unit-16, Uddandarayunipalem (V)
82

84

B

1.63

1.6300

Jareebu

1.3. Social Impacts
The objective of Social Impact Assessment (SIA) is to prepare a complete inventory of
structures, affected families and persons, to identify social impacts, and provide mitigation

EPTRI, Hyderabad
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measures with compensatory mechanisms. In order to capture data for the present exercise, a
questionnaire exercise was carried out. As a part of SIA, socio- economic survey has been
conducted with the experts of the survey team to identify the affected structures,
families/persons and list out the adverse impacts of the project.
The social impacts of the AP Capital City Development Project have been classified as
i. Impact during beginning of the construction stage
ii. Impact during Construction stage
iii. Impact during Operation stage or post construction stage
The main aim of the Social Impact Management Plan is to ensure that the various adverse
impacts are mitigated and the positive impacts are enhanced. The social impact management
measures shall be implemented during the various stages of the project viz. Pre-construction
Stage, Construction Stage and Operational Stage. A description of the various impacts
identified during different stages of construction is presented in Table E2.
Table E2: Identification of Social Impacts at Various Projects
Beginning

Construction

Acquisition of agricultural
land

Dust pollution

Acquisition of trees

Earning opportunities
during construction

Loss of livelihood

Noise pollution

Operation
Social, Economic and
Infrastructural
Development which will
improve the quality of life
and self employment

1.4. Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts due to land related impacts are attributed to loss of land, change in land use
and loss of access to present livelihood. The impacts of the project due to change in land-use
are significant and irreversible; however the Concept Plan has addressed the issues and all
necessary mitigating measures. The village site / habitation is excluded from the Capital City
Development Project and included in the village development plan with least displacement of
families. However, land will be acquired for construction of Roads / Railways as per
requirements of master plan in the village site / habitation zone. The plan can be summarized
into the following planning strategies and typologies:
1.4.1. Green & Blue lattice:

Green grid – The green and blue network primary follows the road network creating
passive recreational fingers across the city. These fingers are anchored with large parks and
open spaces close to the 2 reservoirs. Each finger terminates at the scenic river Krishna
waterfront.

Active, beautiful and clean waterways weave through the Amaravati Capital city.
These waterways follow the existing irrigation canals and reservoirs to form an interwoven
water network.
EPTRI, Hyderabad
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The plan creates a variety of interfaces between the green and blue creating different
water themed public spaces such as lake parks, waterfront corridor, linear parks, etc.
1.4.2. Primary green spaces:

Primary green spaces including large city parks, lakes, town parks, neighbourhood
parks, water bodies and public plazas form the foundation of the city scale recreational
network that provides recreation opportunities and improves a sense of community. These
parks help in creating large public open spaces which can double up as event spaces for the
larger community within the Capital city.

Primary greens are planned along the existing canals and water bodies to serve as
city’s main ecological corridors. They play a dual role in flood management, and
environmental conservation of the native species.
1.4.3. Secondary green links

Secondary greens weave through the townships connecting the various town and
neighbourhood parks. Planned as the secondary green fingers of the city, these greens act as
passive recreational spaces, interactive jogging trails and non-motorized transports corridors
across the city.
1.4.4. Recreational Landscapes

Recreational landscapes include theme parks, golf courses, sports and recreational
spaces.

In line with the township model several sports and recreation parcels have been
allocated in the town Centre, and in proximity to the neighbourhood Centre.

Large city level sports facilities such as cricket stadium, golf courses and theme parks
have been strategically distributed across the city.
1.4.5. Water bodies

Water bodies including rivers, canals, irrigation channels and reservoirs have been
carefully protected and integrated with the green spaces as discussed in the previous section.
1.4.6. Benefits for the Project Affected Persons
The impacts due to procurement of land are expected to be minor with the implementation of
the land pooling scheme for majority extent of lands covered by the project.

Providing land pooling benefits to the landowners who entered into Development
Agreement with CRDA.

Demarcation of village site / Habitation and not including the area in capital city
development except for the requirements of roads / railways or for village development,

Payment of annuity prior to taking possession of land or any physical displacement
for the damages sustained in terms of loss of net agricultural income.

Payment of pension of Rs. 2,500/- per month to all landless families for 10 years
towards transitional assistance to support economic loss;

EPTRI, Hyderabad
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Dissemination of information about the acquisition and compensation calculation
process and benefits under LPS


Establishing a grievance redressed mechanism;



Option for work during project construction period;



Continuation of community engagement process;


Provision of access to local villagers to continue with their pre project movement
pattern.

Agriculture loan waiver up to Rs. 1,50,000/- NREGA up to 365 days / Skill
development training with stipend/free education/free medical facilities as prescribed by
Govt. towards other benefits.


Interest free loan up to 25 lakhs to all the poor families for self-employment.

1.5. Impact on Livelihoods
Long term livelihoods have been, or will be, impacted for those families who have
surrendered their lands for the project. Most of the people (landowner as well as landless) of
the area are dependent on agriculture for their livelihood, and there is permanent loss of
current livelihood for almost the entire population.
1.5.1. Mitigation Measures
Since major land requirements have been procured under Land Pooling Scheme and after
taking the following mitigation measures, the impact could be reduced considerably.


Payment of compensation and R&R benefits as per LA R&R Act, 2013;


Preference to the land losers as per eligibility to work during project construction
period.

Provide necessary skill improvement training to affected people to have more
livelihood opportunities in project operation phase.

1.6. Impact on Utilities
All the village site / extended habitations are excluded from displacement without any
disturbance to power lines, telephone lines, and water supply etc., Care shall be taken to
construct the project without disturbing general utilities. Provision of infrastructure facilities
in the proposed plan will improve livelihood conditions.
1.6.1. Mitigation Measures
This impact is expected to be minor and with the implementation of the following mitigation
measures the potential disruption to existing utilities will be further minimized.


Coordination with respective concerned department for utility relocation;



If any displacement is required and discontinuation of utilities if any arises necessary
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temporary arrangement shall have to be taken;


Providing intimation to the people in advance about any disruption to services.

1.7. Impact during Construction Phase
The construction phase of the Project involves a number of sequential activities, collectively
named as “spread”. The area affected by the construction, laying of road, clearing of site,
construction of residential, commercial and industrial units, construction of social
infrastructure, construction of treatment plant, laying of sewer line, and labour camps areas
etc. Based on the assessment of above activities and in consultation with the different
stakeholders, the following impacts are being envisaged for the construction phase of the
project.
1.7.1. Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts during construction period include impact due to the influx of migrants and
associated health related risk to the community. These impacts are expected to be moderate
and with the implementation of the following mitigation measures the potential impact of loss
of livelihood will be further minimized.

Engage as many locally available unskilled, semiskilled and skilled human resource
as practically possible to avoid large scale in migration of labour force; Rural agriculture
labour to adopt urban agriculture / non-agricultural skills.

Provision of infrastructure and amenities for migrant labour in construction camp to
avoid dependence on limited local resources;

Barriers will be provided to prevent ingress of persons into the construction site and
also to protect public exposure to hazards associated with construction activities;

Additional safety precaution while working in market and settlement areas and
especially around the trenches;

Screening, surveillance and treatment of workers, through the provision of medical
facilities and, where required, immunization programs;

Undertaking health awareness and education initiatives among workers, especially
about sexually transmitted disease ;

Prevention of larval and adult propagation through sanitary improvements and
elimination of breeding habitats close to human settlements in the close vicinity of
construction site;


Implementation of a vector control program;



Avoiding collection of stagnant water;


Educating project personnel and area residents on risks, prevention, and available
treatment for vector-borne diseases;


Promoting use of repellents, clothing, netting, and other barriers to prevent insect
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bites;

Following safety guidelines for the storage, transport, and distribution of pesticides to
minimize the potential for misuse, spills, and accidental human exposure; and Road safety
measures.

1.8. Assessment of Social Cost & Benefits
This section provides social costs by comparing project benefits (positive impacts) and
negative impact (social cost), from construction of Amaravati – AP Capital City
Development Project. The cost of Land Acquisition of Uddandarayunipalem village is
estimated at Rs.5.96 crores. Positive and negative impacts have been discussed in following
Table E3.
Table E3: Positive and Negative aspects of the project
Sl.
No

Positive Impact

1

Enhanced cost of land per
acre

2

Social Development

3

Infrastructure
development

4

Economic development

5
6

Improvement of quality of
life
Increase in livelihood
opportunities and self
employment

Negative Impact
Loss of Agriculture
Land
Loss of livelihood in
terms of agriculture
Not satisfied with
compensation provided
by the authority.
Providing commercial
infrastructure on lottery
base in the project area.
The PAFs are not
satisfied with this
scheme.

Remarks
After careful examination
of various parameters of
cost and benefit (positive
and negative impacts), it
is found that the proposed
construction would benefit
local Community at large.
The loss of livelihood in
terms of agriculture to be
mitigated by preparedness
to undertake urban
agricultural practices and
non- agriculture based
livelihood opportunities
through skill development
and self-employment.

The project involves predominantly acquisition of agricultural land. The land is made
available through land pooling scheme. This project will help the local people through
infrastructure development, social development and will increase livelihood opportunities and
self-employment sources.
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2. DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.0. Background
The Andhra Pradesh Reorganization Act 2014 came into existence after the 2nd June, 2014,
provided for the reorganization of the existing state of Andhra Pradesh. The formation of a
new capital city - critical for its administration, economic development, and cultural
integration – is an immediate priority for the Successor State of Andhra Pradesh.
In accordance with Section 6 of the Act, on 28.03.2014, the Government of India constituted
“an expert committee to study various alternatives regarding location of the new capital for
the successor State of Andhra Pradesh and make appropriate recommendations”. The five
member expert committee, headed by Shri KC Sivaramakrishnan submitted their final report
to the GoI on 27.08.2014. The Committee studied multiple options, and also highlighted the
need to ensure balanced regional development. The Committee has not made specific
recommendation selecting an area and the same report was forwarded to State Government
by GoI.
In this context, the Cabinet of the Government of Andhra Pradesh met on 01.09.2014, and
resolved, “To locate the Capital City in a central place of the state, around Vijayawada, and
to go for decentralized development of the State with 3 Mega Cities and 14 Smart Cities. It is
proposed to go for Land Pooling System to be worked out by a Cabinet Sub Committee”.
As regards the new Capital, the Government is deeply committed to ensuring that the process
of building the new capital involves the participation of people. It is in this context that the
Cabinet has suggested the use of Land Pooling scheme to consolidate the land required for
the capital. This will enable the local landholders to proactively participate and benefit from
the development of the capital city, and will create a win-win situation for the landholders,
citizens and the Government. As a result, the new capital city of the State of Andhra
Pradesh can proudly call itself a “people’s capital”.
The creation of a world-class capital city at a central location is essential to create a levelplaying field for the new State. As experience from across the world demonstrates, a vibrant
capital city can act as a catalyst for economic development for the entire state and become an
iconic city that is a source of pride for all its citizens.
The Government of AP has decided to establish the new capital city as a liveable,
environmentally sustainable and people’s capital. For this purpose, the location of the capital
was identified between Vijayawada and Guntur cities upstream of Prakasam Barrage and on
the right bank side of river Krishna.
The proposed development will be based on the GO-254, MA and UD (M2) Department
dated 30th December 2014, read with GO MS No-141- MA & UD (M2) Department dated
9th June through which Capital City area has been declared under AP CRDA, Act, 2014.
The list of villages with the procurement of land area through LPS / LA (Source: APCRDA)
is given in Table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1: Village wise Extent of Area to be acquired through LPS /LA
Sl.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Name of the
Mandal
Mangalagiri

Tadepalli
Thulluru

Name of the Village
Krishnayapalem
Nowlur-1
Nowlur-2
Kuragallu-1
Kuragallu-2 (Nerukonda)
Nidamarru-1
Nidamarru-2
Undavalli
Penumaka
Tadepalli
Borupalem
Abbarajupalem
Dondapadu
Pitchukalapalem
Inavolu
Rayapudi-1
Rayapudi-2
Kondamaraju Palem
Lingayapalem
Uddandarayunipalem
Malkapuram
Nekkallu
Nelapadu
Sakhamuru
Thulluru-1
Thulluru-2
Velagapudi
Venkatapalem
Mandadam-1
Mandadam-2
Ananthavaram
TOTAL

Extent of Area
(acre)
1425.065
1439.7987
1751.78
1618.08
1476.46
1259.49
1246.42
1262.23
1646.52
58.62
384.13
731.7
271.6968
822.5
1057.515
1662.63
638.73
824.08
992.68
612.72
471.75
1258.585
1326.65
1526.07
1457.138
1786.41
1867.04
1463.95
1676.92
1983.31
2048.81
38049.4785

2.1. Nature, Size and Location of the Project
The proposed Amaravati City of Andhra Pradesh falls in Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh
and at a distance of approximately 30 km from the Vijayawada town. The proposed
development site is predominantly of rural character with area of 217.23 sq.km and the land
to be procured with an area of 38049.48 acres; this is covered in 24 revenue villages and part
of Tadepalli municipality falling in three mandals namely Thulluru, Tadepalli and
Mangalagiri. The site is abutting the River Krishna on the west of Old National Highway
from Prakasam Barrage to Y-junction at Mangalagiri. The nearest railway station is K C
Canal Station near Tadepalli and the nearest airport is at Gannavaram.
The existing land use of the site is consisting of - agriculture, land for grazing, fruit and
EPTRI, Hyderabad
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flower plantations, village settlements and village ponds etc.
2.1.1. Geographic Positioning of Amaravati
The proposed site is towards the west of Vijayawada at about 3 km. The exact coordinates of
the site are shown in Figure 2 below. While attempt has been made to accurately depict the
boundary, in view of the technical limitations minor variations in the boundary may be
observed in representation. Official boundary is available with APCRDA and in public
domain.

2.2. Transport Connectivity
Air connectivity


Existing Gannavaram airport is at 30 minutes’ drive from the city center


Expansion of this airport is planned in near future and it will be upgraded to an
international airport.
Road connectivity

The existing national highway (NH16) will connect the Amaravati city to Vijayawada
and Guntur, and further connect to Vishakhapatnam and Chennai.
Figure: 2. Amaravati Capital City Site
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Site Coordinates
Sl. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Longitude
80.4525
80.4540
80.4390
80.4281
80.4097
80.4073
80.4199
80.4190
80.4300
80.4489
80.4509
80.4840

Latitude
16.5896
16.5703
16.5541
16.5196
16.5252
16.5080
16.5058
16.4893
16.4801
16.4797
16.4889
16.4828

Sl. No
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Longitude
80.4967
80.5061
80.4973
80.4937
80.5324
80.5361
80.5604
80.5661
80.6000
80.6040
80.5537
80.4832

Latitude
16.4682
16.4480
16.4489
16.4238
16.4139
16.4219
16.4151
16.4392
16.4744
16.5042
16.5432
16.5863


A new national highway alignment has been approved in order to increase the
Amaravati Capital city’s connectivity to the neighbouring Vijayawada city.

port.

The NH65 will connect the Amaravati Capital city to Hyderabad and Machilipatnam

Rail Connectivity

The Amaravati Capital city has good connectivity to the Vijayawada rail station via
NH16. The Vijayawada rail station is one of the busiest rail stations in the country.


There is also an existing rail station in the Mangalagiri town.


A new High Speed Rail alignment has also been proposed for connecting the
Amaravati Capital city. As illustrated in Figure 3, this alignment runs along the approved
national highway.

There is a planned MRT network within Vijayawada. There is potential to tap on this
public transportation network and extend it into the Amaravati Capital city.
Figure: 3. Amaravati Capital City Connectivity
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2.2.1. Project Overview
The Andhra Pradesh Capital Region Development Authority Act (APCRDA & CA), 2014
has come into force on 30th December, 2014. The Act mandates a) establishment of a
development authority for the purpose of Planning, coordination, execution, supervision,
financing, funding and for promoting and securing the planned development of the Capital
Region and b) to construct a Capital City Development Project for the State of AP.
Vision, Goals and Strategies of the Amaravati Capital City
Vision: The New Capital of Andhra Pradesh is envisioned to be the pioneer Smart City of
India. It aims to be World Class and at par with the standards set forth by countries such as
Singapore. The new capital will be an economic powerhouse that will create a range of jobs
for existing resident villagers by upgrading their skills, as well as provide high-tech and
knowledge based industry jobs to be globally competitive. Housing will be at the core of its
planning and will aim to provide affordable and quality homes to all its residents. It will
demonstrate global quality of life standards to offer high levels of convenience to people of
all ages. The proposal will capitalize on the rich heritage possessed by the region and utilize
it to create a unique identity for the new capital. Sustainability and efficient management of
resources will form another important pillar of this new capital. It will be supported by
maintaining the clean and green character that the site currently demonstrates by
strengthening these ideas in to the new capital master plan.

Figure 4: Capital Region with Mandal boundaries and Capital City Boundary
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2.3. Goals and Strategies
(I) World Class Infrastructure
Goal: 135 Km of Public Transport corridors by 2050 > 600 km of Road Network by 2050
Strategies:


Build state-of- art public transport both for Capital Region and Amaravati Capital city



Develop a highly efficient road network at par with international standards



Encourage high percentage of modal share using public transport



Plan for a long term 2050 horizon and reserve transit corridors where necessary



High speed Railway to have a station in the Amaravati Capital city



Develop a world class International Airport to serve the Capital Region



Capitalize on the opportunity to use National Waterway for trade



Plan strategically to allow easy transfer between different modes of transport

(II) Jobs and Homes for all
Goal: 3.55 million Resident populations by 2050 and 1.5 Million Jobs by 2050
Strategies:


Promote high-value added agriculture and agro-based industries



Create opportunities for existing dwellers to upgrade skills



Introduce a mix of knowledge based high-tech industries to attract investments



Encourage home ownership to create a sense of identity for citizens



Provide sufficient affordable housing to cater to the needful



Strategize a slum free city through careful planning



Phase out industries strategically for long term sustained growth


Create a favourable policy framework to implement and support the Amaravati
Capital city development
(III) Green and Clean
Goal: >20% area reserved for green and Blue and 25+ km Public River waterfront
Strategies:


Create a network of parks and greens by integrating the village ponds



Ensure access to park for every citizen within easy walking distance



Make productive use of natural features on the site without damaging them



Reserve most of the waterfront along Krishna River for public use



Mandate retaining the green network reserved in the Amaravati Capital city Plan
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Reserve high value agriculture land as no development zone wherever possible



Utilize the natural features such as forest and hills to create a regional green network.



Create an image of city sitting within the water and greens

(IV) Quality of living
Goal: Parks and Public Facilities within 5-10 minute walking distance
Strategies:


Ensure public transit is within easy walking distance for all



Convenience of neighbourhood center amenities within walking distance



Safe environment with universal access for all ages


Provide opportunities for learning and enhancing careers within the Amaravati Capital
city and Region


Provide excellent health care facilities at affordable costs within easy reach



Ensure ample opportunities to live, work, learn and play


Ensure ease of commute within 30 minutes from origin to destination with Amaravati
Capital city
(V) Efficient Resource Management
Goal: Flood resistant City towards Net Zero Discharge
Strategies:


Adopt efficient flood control techniques and protect most waterways in the city



Promote “Reduce, Recycle and Reuse”



Establish state of art waste management and disposal systems across the city



Develop a smart grid in the city for efficient management of power and energy



Encourage use of renewable energy to maximum extent possible


Integrate the storm water drainage system with the existing canal and village tank
network and utilize for flood management and recreation


Encourage certification of projects using global standards such as IGBC and LEED

(VI) Identity and Heritage
Goal: > 220 km of Heritage and Tourism Network using Roads, Metro and waterways
Strategies


Preserve all historic and culturally important sites



Promote culture and heritage attractions for locals and tourists alike



Compliment adjacent cities, at the same time establish a unique identity



Integrate the existing villages as a vital component of city development
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Development nodes within the city that reflect the culture of the State and region.


Dedicate strategic locations that will allow people to come together and organize
cultural activities

Create a tourism circuit that links all the existing heritage features and new nodes
created in the city.

2.4. Developmental Phasing
The concept plan for Amaravati city is prepared in three phases and up to 2050. The phased
development takes into account the growth potential, vision of the government and
aspirational needs of the people. The phases are categorized as Catalyzing; Momentizing and
sustaining the details of each phase are furnished below:
Figure 5: Capital City Boundary.

Phase 1-Catalyze
This phase will span for the first 10 years for catalyzing urban developments within the
Amaravati Capital city. It will include a large number of infrastructure projects in order to
create the critical base for development. This phase will catalyze developments within the
capital by tapping on the existing and upcoming infrastructure, including the Vijayawada
MRT and the new national highway.
The first phase will provide a variety of housing options for 850,000 population Comprising
about 39% of the total Amaravati Capital city Area, this phase will create 350,000 jobs in the
civic, commercial and industrial sectors.
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Key Projects

Development of the government administrative core along the north-south axis
housing the secretariat, high-court, legislative assembly, Chief Minister’s Office and other
government offices.


Development of the proposed Business Park within the SEED Development Area.



Development of the north-eastern Regional Centre housing a transportation hub.


Development of the light Industrial cluster proposed in proximity to the SEED
Development Area (towards west). This cluster will primarily house high-tech light
industries.
Phase 2-Momentize
This phase will focus on the medium term development (2025-2035) in order to momentize
urban development within the Amaravati city. Building on the infrastructure developed in the
previous phase, Phase 2 will momentize development by creating new employment centres
and expanding residential areas.
This phase will span over 10 years (2025 - 2035). Phase 2 will accommodate over 900,000
more people and create 380,000 more jobs for its residents.
Key Projects

Development of the proposed residential developments in proximity to the western
edge of the north-south ceremonial axis aka administrative core.


Development of the southern industrial cluster along the national highway.



Development of the Amaravati Capital city central park and water reservoir.



Development of the proposed MRT network within the city.


Development of the gateway commercial node on the northern bank of river in close
proximity to the existing Vijayawada city
Phase 3- Sustain
This phase will focus on the long term development (2035-2050) of the city in order to
achieve successful implementation of the overall Concept Plan. This phase will sustain
growth and capitalize on the infrastructure developed in the previous phases.
Spanning over 15 years (2035 - 2050), this phase will largely support medium and high
density population accommodating 2.4 million people within the Amaravati Capital city.
As the employment centres within the Amaravati Capital city will now be reasonably
established, this phase will create over 1 million more jobs for its residents. The land area
distribution plan for the Phase 3 of Amaravati capital City development is shown in tables.
Key Projects


Development of eco-resorts on the clusters of islands in river Krishna.



Development of the Sports City
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Proposed within the north-eastern recreation node.



Development of the national high speed rail ink.


Development of numerous high density residential clusters in the western and
southern parts of the city.


Development of the downtown (SEED capital) water front cluster.

2.5. Applicable Legislation and Policies
Table 2.2 presents various regulations and legislations relevant to Amaravati – AP Capital
City Development Project.
Table 2.2 Applicable Legislation and policies
SL.
No

Act/Rules

Purpose

1

AP CRDA Act,
2014 and AP
Capital City LPS
(F&I) Rules, 2015

Set out rules for
procurement of
lands by
Authority

2

The Right to Fair
compensation and
Transparency in
Land Acquisition
and Rehabilitation
And
Resettlement,
2013
Environment
Protection Act1986

Set out rule for
acquisition of
land by
government

Yes

To protect and
improve overall
environment

Yes

The forest
(conservation)
Act 1980

To check
deforestation by
restricting
conversion of
forested areas

No

3

4
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Applic
Reasons for
able
applicability
Yes/No
Yes
This Act and
Rules are
applicable for
procurement of
lands and
implement
development
plans with the
voluntary
participation of
landowners.
This act will be
applicable to as
there will be
acquisition of
land for
Amaravati – AP
Capital City
project.
As all
environmental
notifications,
rules and
schedules are
issued under this
act.
This act is not
applicable to as
there are no
forest areas

Authority

MA & UD
Dept., /
Commissioner
, CRDA /
District
Collector,
Guntur /
Addl.
Commissioner
’s /
Competent
Authorities
Revenue
Department &
Land
acquisition,
Collector &
Commissioner
R&R
MoEF. Gol;
State Gov.
CPCB; SPCB

Forest
Department
GoAP
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5

6

7

8

into non –
forested areas
National
Address
Environment
Grievances
Appellate
regarding the
Authority Act
process of
(NEAA) 1997
environmental
clearance.
Air (Prevention
To control air
and Control of
pollution by &
Pollution) Act,
Transport
1981
controlling
emission of air
Department.
Pollutants as
per the
prescribed
standards.
Water Prevention To control
and Control of
water pollution
Pollution) Act
by controlling
1974
discharge of
pollutants as per
the prescribed
standards
Noise
The standards
Pollution(Regulati for noise for
on and
day and night
Control Act)
have been
1990
promulgated by
the MoEF for
various land
uses.
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No

Grievances if any
will be dealt
with, within this
act.

NEAA

Yes

This act will be
applicable during
construction; for
obtaining NOC
for establishment
of hot mix plant,
workers camp,
construction
camp, etc.

SPCB

Yes

This act will be
applicable during
construction for
(establishments
of construction
camp, workers
camp, etc.
This act will be
applicable as
vehicular noise
on project routes
required to assess
for future years
and necessary
protection
measure need to
be considered in
design

SPCB

Yes

SPCB
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3. TEAM AND COMPOSITION, APPROACH AND SCHEDULE FOR SIA
3.0. Team Composition
Commissioner, R&R, (FAC) & secretary to Government, (Irrigation) water resources
Department,
Government
of
Andhra
Pradesh
vide
Notification
No.
Proc.Rc.No.53/CRR/A/2016 dated 25.02.2016 has notified Environment Protection Training
and Research Institute (EPTRI) as State Social Impact Assessment Unit. The Collector,
Land Acquisition, has applied and provided details of land to be acquired to SIA unit. The
SIA notification for AP Capital City project was published on 25th February, 2016. In
response to the SIA request and details provided by the Commissioner, R&R, and District
Collector, Guntur a team to carry out SIA has been constituted.

TECHNICAL CONSULTANT
Mr.S.Surya Prasad, M. Tech., Chem. Tech

PROJECT CO-COORDINATOR
Mr.P.V.R.S.Surendra Head EEM & EQM

INVESTIGATING SUPERVISORS
1. Mr.K.Rajasekhar (Sociologist)
2. Mr. G.Ramesh (Geologist)
3. Mr. I. SobhanBabu
4. Mr. Shaik Allavali (EE)
5. Mr. L. Ramu (Project Faculty)
6. Mr. V. Gopikrishna (Project Faculty)

INVESTIGATORS
1. Mr. Vinod
2. Mr.HarshaVardhan
3. Mr.Vivek

3.1. Objectives and Scope of the study
The main objective of the study is to ensure that the project addresses the adverse impacts on
the livelihood of the people and those affected have access to project benefits, both during
project construction as well as operation.
Social Impact Assessment has been carried out in accordance with the provision of section 4
of the RFCTLAR&R Act 2013 for economic and social considerations. The SIA has assessed
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socio-economic impacts of the proposed acquisition based on information collected from
secondary and primary sources. The SIA team has focused upon following aspects while
conducting the study.


Public and peoples development centric.



Possibility of minimizing land acquisition and alternatives


To carry out a socio-economic, cultural and political/institutional analysis to identify
the project stakeholders and social issues associated with the project;

To assess the extent of agriculture land loss and undertake the census of potential
project affected people;

To identify likely migration of agriculture labourers and others and to develop a
strategy to reduce such incidence; and

To develop a consultation framework for participatory planning and implementation
of proposed mitigation plan

To examine potential positive and negative impacts on the socio-economic condition
of people in the project area,


To develop appropriate measures to minimize the negative socio-economic impacts,


Viability of the project in terms of potential benefits vis-a-vis social costs and adverse
impacts.
The scope of socio-economic study is to include the impacts due to the proposed Amaravati
Capital City Development Project. Based on the site survey, socio-economic data about
project affected families along with an inventory of property will be generated. Based on the
data, the project proponent shall develop measures to safeguard the PAFs from the loss
occurred due to the proposed project. The primary objective is to identify the impacts and to
plan measures to mitigate losses of the project while the specific objectives are as follows:
 To prepare an action plan for the project affected people to improve or at least to retain
their living standards in the post settlement period.
 To outline the entitlements for the affected persons for the payment of compensation and
assistance for establishment of livelihoods.
 To develop communication mechanism to establish harmonious relationship between
APCRDA and project Affected persons (PAP’s)
 To ensure adequate mechanism expeditious implementation of R&R.

3.2. Approach and Methodology for Socio-Economic Studies
Approach and methodology mainly consists of quantitative and qualitative tools and
techniques. The study was conducted in two phases.
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3.2.1. Phase – I: Pre Survey Activities
Collection and review of project literature
This phase intends to familiarize with the concerned and important stakeholders to identify
and collect the available literature and to scope the activities. This involved two pronged
approach (a) discussions with Project Implementing authorities and other concerned. b)
Collection of available relevant project literature. Consultations were held with concerned
revenue officials to establish the ownership of land. Literature review and consultations
formed the basis for identification of key stakeholders.
Rapid reconnaissance survey to familiarize field activities
Following to the review and consultations, rapid preliminary field visits were conducted as
part of reconnaissance exercise. This provided the basis for field research preparation and
helped in testing the questionnaires and checklists.
Scoping and other Pre survey activities
Both the review and rapid reconnaissance survey have helped in finalizing the study
instruments and preparation of Questionnaires and work plan.
3.2.2. Phase II: Survey Activities
Census and socio-economic household survey for all affected persons
The census survey of all the project-affected persons was conducted in the second phase. The
survey, inter alia, has assessed the impacts of the project, the socio-economic conditions, and
living standards of affected persons due to the project implementation. The following were
collected during the survey:


Socio economic conditions of the affected persons



Family structure and number of family members



Bringing high level of Literacy



Occupation type and income levels



Inventory of household assets



Loss of immovable assets due to the project by type and degree of loss



Accessibility to the community resources



Perceptions on the resettlement and rehabilitation measures



Perceived income restoration measures



Grievances of affected persons and its re-addressed



Willingness to participate in the project

Qualitative survey
Surveys were conducted for evaluation of both affected population and implementation
capacities. The qualitative survey included focus group discussions and in depth interviews
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with various sections of people such as women, knowledgeable persons and community
leaders to elicit their expectations and suggestions, which will support and provide additional
information collected through quantitative survey.
Assessment of livelihood losses
The study focused on identifying people losing their livelihood directly or indirectly. Also
through consultations the rehabilitation strategies for those losses by way of training for
income generation and other remedial and restoration measures were identified. For this the
consultations were conducted among:


People losing properties/resources



Knowledgeable persons



Opinion leaders in the community

Review of legal policy provisions and implementation capacity of R&R services
Relevant national and state legislations and regulations were reviewed. To study
implementation arrangements and their capacity in delivering the R&R services, verification
of these arrangements and in-depth interviews with authorities were conducted.

3.3. SIA Methodology
The indicative methodology adapted to study above mentioned aspects of SIA is briefly
presented in Table-3.1
Table –3.1 Indicative methodology of Conducting SIA study
Sl.
No
1

Aspects of SIA

Description
Methodology
Assess whether the proposed
List has been presented
acquisition serves public purpose section 2(I); a to f

2

Estimate number of affected
families and number of families
among them likely to be
displaced

3

Understand extent of acquired
land- public and private, houses,
settlement and other common
properties likely to be affected
by the proposed acquisition

4

Understand extent of land
acquired is bare minimum
needed for the project

EPTRI, Hyderabad

Census and baseline
Survey of families
Affected (Low Population
size) Through
questionnaire method
Transact Walk’ Through
the project area based on
ownership details of the
land and type of land to
be acquired, enumeration
of affected properties,
trees etc.
In-depth study of
proposed utilization of
land to be acquired
including examining
relevance of land

Source
Andhra Pradesh State
RFCTLAR&R
Act2013
Field Study

Field study

Desk study and Field
verification
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acquisition
Study on their impacts

Study of the Social impacts,
nature and cost of addressing
them and impact of these costs
on the overall cost of the
project via-à-vis the benefits of
the project
The social assessment of the project has been carried out as
RFCTLAR&R Act, 2013. The details of methodologies include:
5

Desk work and field
study, consultation
with stakeholders

per requirement of

Socio-Economic Survey: The Survey was carried out for all the Project affected persons
along with the court cases and demarcation of village site / habitation issues in the month of
May 2015. The socio-economic survey has delineated impacts as minor impacts and major
impacts.
Stakeholder’s Consultation: Consultations were carried out at individual and village level.
Important issues were discussed at village level include (but not limited to) impact of land
acquisition on the livelihood of the people, compensation as per LAR&R 2013, Findings,
suggestions and opinion of people have been taken into account while preparing social
impact management plan. (Details of the consultations have been presented in the following
sections).
Information Dissemination: The dissemination process and the type of information shared
with the stakeholders during consultation are described below:
While undertaking inventory of Amaravati – AP Capital City Development Project,
the procedure under Land Acquisition, court cases and demarcation of village site /
habitation, sample survey of PAFs, information dissemination focused on the proposed
project characteristics, acquired agriculture land area required for the construction of AP
Capital City Development Project.

PAFs were consulted to inform them about, resultant impacts and possible socialcultural conflict (if any) including loss of agriculture land during capital city construction.

During these consultations, Google maps, maps given by Deputy Collector Guntur
were used to explain about the location of proposed developments. This activity helped
people to understand the impact on their assets and properties.

A pamphlet on the project is prepared and shared with the Stakeholders and Villagers
explaining proposed project and social impact assessment studies during public hearing.

Consultation during Sample Survey Stage: SIA at this stage included consultations
at individual PAP level, groups of local people and focused group discussions at strategic
location at village Uddandarayunipalem, Thullur mandal to understand acceptability of the
project and issues related to land acquisition. The overall objective of these consultations was
to ensure that the local people participate in the project specific studies and to express their
concerns and opinions. Suggestions/preferences which were shared by the stakeholders, local
people are considered in preparation of SIA report.

EPTRI, Hyderabad
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Grama Sabha Conducted on 11.04.2016 at Uddandarayunipalem

Figure 6 Photos of Grama sabha conducted with project affected families

3.4. Findings of Consultation
Consultations were carried out at individual as well as Village level. Village level
consultations were held during sample socio-economic survey. Important issues were
discussed during consultation with the stakeholders individually and also at village level.
These issues were related to loss of livelihood, compensation for acquired land and
properties, provision of livelihood opportunities. Issues raised during these consultations are
presented below (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2: Important Issues of Consultation
Issues Identified
Provision of Job in lieu of compensation
and Loss of source of livelihood because of
loss of agricultural land as per sl.no.4 of the
Second Schedule of New LA R&R Act,
2013

Solutions
Since it is an infrastructure project jobs as
such cannot be created. For livelihood losers
lump sum onetime payment / annuity at their
choice could be provided as per LA R&R Act
provisions.

Compensation for trees as per Section 29 of
LA R&R Act, 2013.

Determination of value as per JD
Agriculture / AD Horticulture / DFO

Demarcation of village sites / habitations.

Responsibility of the Government is to
Demarcate village sites / habitations as per
Rule 5(4) read with Schedule –III (1) (ii).

Free education and medical facilities
Provision of infrastructural amenities

Govt. promises to provide free education and
medical facilities to all those residing as on
08-12-2014.
As per the provisions mentioned under the
third Schedule of LA R&R Act, 2013.

3.4.1. Framework for continued consultation
As per provision of section 4(6) and section 7(6) of the LAR&R Act 2013, the SIA required
to be disclosed to people at conspicuous locations, Deputy Collector, Village Panchayat,
Tehsil, District offices. To fulfil the goal the SIA team ensures that........

Key stakeholders, Commissioner, CRDA (requiring body), Government of Andhra
Pradesh, District Collector, Guntur (representing appropriate Government) and EPTRI,
Hyderabad will be involved actively in approval of recommendations of social impact
assessment studies by expert appraisal group as per provision of section 7 of LA R&R Act
2013 enabling the District Collector, Guntur to submit the report to Govt. for taking decision.

Identified critical issues will be given due attention in developing good
communication strategies with the land owners during acquisition process under LA R&R
Act, 2013.

Key features of the compensations and R&R entitlements (as per provision of section
30 of the LA R&R Act 2013) have been displayed on billboards, in the village for
understanding and acceptability.
3.4.2. Data Sources
The following section highlights data sources and activities being carried out for the
preparation of SIA report.
3.4.3. Data from Secondary Sources
Following information is collected from the published documents to appreciate the project
background, land ownership status, and statistical information required for baseline
information.
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The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition 2013,



Primary Census Abstract, District Census Handbook 2011,


District wise Socio-Economic Indicators (Directorate of Economics & Statistics,
Government of Andhra Pradesh),

Acts and Policies of Government of India and Government of Andhra Pradesh related
to R&R and Land acquisition.
3.4.4. Data and information from Primary Sources


Structured Survey - Baseline and Census survey in a prescribed format



Public Consultation



Focused Group Discussions



Consultation with key informants



Interviews with important secondary stakeholders

3.4.5. Schedule of SIA
Details showing the date wise work undertaken for Social Impact Assessment (SIA) of land
acquisition for Amaravati Capital City project in Uddandarayunipalem, Thullur Mandal,
Guntur District of Andhra Pradesh is presented below.
Date
20.01.2016

20.02.2016
01.03.2016
05.03.2016
11.04.2016
28.04.2016
28.04.2016
30.04.2016
19.05.2016
20.06.2016
23.07.2016

EPTRI, Hyderabad

Particulars
Collectorate, Guntur district has approached EPTRI for
carrying out the SIA study under section 4 of
RFCT LA R&R Act, 2013.
Constitution of SIA Team for carrying out a SIA study for
Amaravati capital city project.
Received approval from APCRDA and sanctioned advance
fees
Notification for commencement of conduct of SIA
Grama Sabha at 4.00 PM
Training of SIA Team at CRDA Unit16 office,
Uddandarayunipalem
Field Survey in village Uddandarayunipalem, at Thullur
Mandal, Guntur.
Submission of Draft SIA/SIMP report for public hearing
Date of Public Hearing
Date of Final Report
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4. LAND ASSESSMENT OF UDDANDARAYUNIPALEM VILLAGE
4.1. Proposed Land and Area
Land acquisition of the proposed Amaravati Capital city is being carried out as per provisions
of the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition and Rehabilitation
and Resettlement 2013. The AP CRDA has given requisition for acquisition of lands in the
villages Lingayapalem, Uddandarayunipalem, Malkapuram, Velagapudi, Nelapadu,
Shakamuru, Inavolu, Mandadam, Venkatapalem, Ananthavaram, Nekkallu, Thullur,
Dondapadu, Pichukalapalem, Abbarajupalem, Borupalem, Rayapudi, Kondamarajupalem of
Thullur Mandal, Undavalli, Penumaka, Part of Tadepalli municipality (Nulakapet,Dolas
Nagar etc.,) of Tadepalli Mandal and Krishanayapalem, Nidamarru, Kuragallu including
Hamlet Villages of Nerukonda and Nowluru including Hamlet Villages of Yerrabalem &
Bethapudi of Mangalagiri Mandal for purpose of Amaravati Capital City Development
Project.

4.2. Total Land Requirement
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has decided to establish a green field capital city as a
liveable, environmentally sustainable and people’s capital. For this purpose, the location of
the capital was identified between Vijayawada and Guntur cities on the upstream of
Prakasam Barrage on the river Krishna. Total required land for this project in this village is
Ac. 612.72 cents have to be procured and so far an extent of Ac. 559.763 cents have been
procured under Land Pooling Scheme leaving a balance of Ac. 52.9570 cents for which the
land acquisition proceedings were initiated under LA R&R Act, 2013. Out of 104 PAF’s only
25 have responded and are holding 8.36 acres of land and rest did not provide their details.

4.3. Quantity of Land Proposed to be acquired
Total 52.9570 acres of land is proposed to be acquired in Uddandarayunipalem village of
Thullur Mandal, Guntur District as mentioned below (Table 4.1):
Table 4.1 Land Requirement from Uddandarayunipalem Village for Amaravati Capital City
Total
Extent
Classificat
Sl. Survey
Sub
Extent covered by
Name & address of the
ion Dry/
No
No.
Division Acs.
Land
person interested
Jareebu
Cts
acquisition
Shaik Meeravali (Imam
1
12
2A
2.64
0.6400
Jareebu
Saheb)
2
12
2A
2.64
0.7000
Jareebu
Shaik Sivaiah (Imam Saheb)
Tadikonda Bharathi Devi
3
12
2A
2.64
1.1400
Jareebu
(Sridhar Babu)
Tadikonda Venkateswararao
4
12
1B
0.81
0.8100
Jareebu
(Naga Malleswararao)
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5

20

G

2.58

0.0500

Jareebu

6

20

K2

0.03

0.0300

Jareebu

7

20

C

2.16

1.0800

Jareebu

8

20

H1

0.1

0.0150

Jareebu

9

23

C

1.34

1.1800

Jareebu

10

23

B

1.3

1.3000

Jareebu

11

23

A

1.26

1.2600

Jareebu

12

24

1A

0.21

0.2100

Jareebu

13

24

2A

0.45

0.4500

Jareebu

14

24

3A

0.59

0.5900

Jareebu

15

24

3B

0.57

0.5700

Jareebu

16

24

1B

2.75

2.7400

Jareebu

17

26

1A

0.98

0.9800

Jareebu

18

27

B

2.79

2.2900

Jareebu

19

27

B

2.79

0.5100

Jareebu

20

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

Jareebu

21

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

Jareebu

22

28

A2

0.75

0.128

Jareebu

23

28

A2

0.75

0.2500

Jareebu

24

28

B2

0.63

0.4700

Jareebu

25

28

C2

0.57

0.5700

Jareebu

26

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

Jareebu

27

28

A

0.75

0.1800

Jareebu

28
29

29
31

B

9.84
0.58

1.0000
0.5800

Jareebu
Jareebu

30

31

C

0.57

0.5700

Jareebu

31

35

C

1.94

0.5000

Jareebu
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Tadikonda Koteswara rao
(Nageswara rao)
Battula Naga malleswararao
(Seshaiah)
Battula Naga malleswararao
(Seshaiah)
Battula Naga malleswararao
(Seshaiah)
Gadde Krishna Gayathri
(Venkata Sivaram Prasad)
Gadde Venkata Sivaram
Prasad (Govardhanarao)
Jonnalagadda Sambasivarao
(Appaiah)
GADDE VENKATA SIVA
RAM PRASAD
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
BATTULA NAGA
MALLESWARA RAO
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
MURAKONDA LAKSHMI
NARAYANA
Tadikonda sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
BACHU GANESH
KANIGALPULA
KASINADABABU
MALLISETTY
RAMMOHANRAO
MURAKONDA LAKSHMI
NARAYANA
Murakonda Lakshmi
Narayana (Ramaiah)
Murakonda Sambasivarao
RAMACHANDRA RAO
ARAVAPALLI
Murakonda Sambasivarao
(Ramaiah)
Tadikonda Sadasivarao
Tadikonda Sadasivarao
Tadikonda Venkateswarara
Rao (Naga Malleswararao)
Maddula Alekhya ( SriHari)
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32

35

C

1.94

0.4950

Jareebu

33

36

C3

0.89

0.4000

Jareebu

34

36

D1

0.05

0.0250

Jareebu

35

38

A

0.63

0.0050

Jareebu

36

38

C

1.15

0.0100

Jareebu

37

38

E

0.47

0.0300

Jareebu

38

38

F

0.45

0.0100

Jareebu

39

38

G

0.45

0.0100

Jareebu

40

38

H

0.44

0.0100

Jareebu

41

38

I

1.14

0.1000

Jareebu

42

38

J

0.99

0.0200

Jareebu

43
44

39
39

B
D

2.8
2.77

0.0050
0.0200

Jareebu
Jareebu

45

39

A2

2.73

0.4600

Jareebu

46

41

B1

0.4275

0.2140

Jareebu

47

41

B1

0.4275

0.2140

Jareebu

48

41

B1

1.42

0.3500

Jareebu

49
50
51
52
53

41
41
41
41
41

C1
B1
C1
D2
E

1.37
0.99
1.37
0.25
0.9

0.6450
0.0430
0.4500
0.0800
0.0500

Jareebu
Jareebu
Jareebu
Jareebu
Jareebu

54

41

B

1.42

0.4700

Jareebu

55

45

17.16

0.0050

Jareebu

56

48

B1

0.98

0.9800

Jareebu

57

49

B

4.31

0.0050

Jareebu

58

51

C

0.91

0.0050

Jareebu

59

52

0.07

Jareebu

60

53

0.16

0.0700
0.1600

Murakonda Naga
Malleswararao (Kotaiah)
Jonnalagadda Punnarao
(Seshaiah)
Jonnalagadda Punnarao
(Seshaiah)
Tadikonda Ravindra
babu(Nageswara ao)
Tadikonda Koteswara rao
(Nageswara rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kondepati Swapna (Venkata
Rao)
Kolli Satya Narayaya
Vemuri krishna Kumari
BATTULA NAGA
MALLESWARA RAO
Annavarapu Prameela
(Janardhanarao)
Annavarapu Sireesha (Bala
Prasad)
Bachala Srinivasarao
(Narasimharao)
Ginjupalli Sri Ramaiah
Ginjupalli Sri Ramaiah
Mekala Krupadanam
Mekala Sireesha
CHERUKURI NAGUR
Tadikonda Omkar Babu
(Venkatrao)
Uppulapati Venkata Ramana
And Madhavi
Jonnalagadda Sivamma
(Sambasivarao)
Tadikonda keethana
Mandala Sangeetha rao
(Joseph)
Proposed Road

Jareebu

Proposed Road
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61

53

D

1.4800

Jareebu

62

53

E

2.9

1.8750

Jareebu

63

55

10

0.2000

Jareebu

64

55

10

0.1000

Jareebu

65

57

A

7.23

0.1000

Jareebu

66

57

A

7.23

0.2400

Jareebu

67

57

B

3.83

0.1700

Jareebu

68

57

A

7.23

0.8000

Jareebu

69

57

B

3.83

0.3000

Jareebu

70

57

A

7.23

1.0000

Jareebu

71

59

2

4.32

2.2000

Jareebu

72

60

C

1.67

0.8400

Jareebu

73

61

8.16

0.1000

Jareebu

74

61

8.16

1.0000

Jareebu

75

61

8.16

1.5000

Jareebu

76

61

8.16

0.5000

Jareebu

77

61

8.16

2.0650

Jareebu

78
79

63
64

0.11
0.03

0.1100
0.0300

Jareebu
Jareebu

80

65

3.85

0.0700

Jareebu

81

69

A

1.76

0.6000

Jareebu

82

84

B

1.63

1.6300

Jareebu

83

86

1A

0.25

0.0750

Jareebu

84

86

B

0.17

0.1550

Jareebu

85

86

B

0.17

0.1100

Jareebu

86

86

B

0.17

0.1100

Jareebu

87
88

86
86

B
A

0.17
0.25

0.1400
0.1670

Jareebu
Jareebu
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Tadionda Sadasiva rao
(Venkata ramaiah )
Tadikonda Sadasivarao
(Venkatramaiah)
Katta Vinay Kumar
(Ramarao)
Kondepati Himabindu(Anil
Kumar)
Gujjarlapudi
Suresh(Madhusudhanarao)
Gujjaralapudi
Madhusudhanarao (Subbaiah)
Jujala Venkata rao
Gujjaralapudi
Madhusudhanarao (Subbaiah)
Gogineni Rajeswari
(Venkatrao)
Nekkalapudi Jagan Mohanrao
(Venkata Krishnarao)
Tadikonda
Srinivasarao(Smbasiva rao
Tadikonda
Srinivasarao(Smbasiva rao
Tadikonda Jhansi Lakshmi
Tadikonda Srinivasarao
(Sambasivarao)
Tadikonda Sandeep
(Srinivasarao)
Tadikonda Srinivasarao
Tadikonda Sambasivarao
(Suraiah)
Proposed Road
Proposed Road
Battula Srinivasarao
(Subbaiah)
Bachala Srinivasarao
(Narasimharao)
Battula Satish
(Sambasivarao)
Battula Satish
(Sambasivarao)
Battula Satish
(Sambasivarao)
Battula Kalpana
(Koteswararao)
Battula Sambasivarao
(Kotaiah)
Battula Veeraiah (Ayyanna)
Battula Veeraiah (Ayyanna)
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89

87

B

4.25

0.7400

90

87

B

4.25

0.4700

91

87

A

3.4

0.2000

92

87

B

4.25

0.4100

93

87

A

3.4

0.0300

94

87

A

3.4

1.3050

95
96

87
87

A
B

3.4
4.25

0.5700
0.4400

97

87

B

4.25

0.4200

98

87

A

3.4

0.5400

99

92

4.47

0.9000

100

93

4.16

0.0800

101

94

1A

4.76

1.6200

102

94

1A

4.76

0.0400

103

95

C

3.71

0.0100

104

95

E

1.00

1.0000
52.9570

Bejawada Narendra Babu
(Venkatappaiah)
Bejawada Narendra Babu
Jareebu
(Venkatappaiah)
Battula Sambasivarao
Jareebu
(Ayyanna)
Battula Kalpana
Jareebu
(Koteswararao)
Battula Kalpana
Jareebu
(Koteswararao)
Battula Satish
Jareebu
(Sambasivarao)
Jareebu
Battula Veeraiah (Ayyanna)
Jareebu
BATTULA VEERAIAH
Gummadi Sundararao
Jareebu
(Venkaiah)
Gummadi Sundararao
Jareebu
(Venkaiah)
Kollimarla Srihari Rao
Jareebu
(Venkata Subbaiah)
Katta Lakhsmi Prasanna
Jareebu
(Ramarao)
Jareebu
Battula Sri Hari
Battula Sadasivarao
Jareebu
(Ramaiah)
Madhirapalli VenkataPati
Jareebu
Rao (Apparao)
Kollimarla Sri harirao
Jareebu
(Venkata Subbaiah)
TOTAL EXTENT OF LAND
Jareebu

4.4. Type of Land
Following section presents type of land required for proposed Amaravati - A P Capital City
project in Uddandarayunipalem village of Thullur Mandal, Guntur District. The proposed
project stretch will involve acquisition of about 52.5970 acres of land in which majority of
the land is being owned by private Owners. (Table 4.2)
Table 4.2 Project Area: Loss of Land
Sl.
No

Village

Mandal

Number of
PAFS

Remarks

1

Uddandarayunipalem

Thullur

104

Agriculture land
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5. SOCIO ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL PROFILE OF
UDDANDARAYUNIPALEM VILLAGE
5.0. General
This chapter describes about the socio-economic profile of the project area and the project
affected persons. This chapter specifically analyzes the impacts on land and other immovable
assets based on detailed Survey done. Based on the impact on land and structures, a sample
Survey was carried out; and the results of the Survey established socio-economic status of
PAFs. The survey has indicated the nature and characteristics of R&R interventions required
to mitigate negative impacts of the proposed project.

5.1. The Project area
Guntur District is located in Andhra Pradesh along the east coast of Bay of Bengal. The
district has a coastline of around 100 kilometers. Guntur City is the largest city in the district
and administrative center of Guntur District. The district is a major center for learning.
Telugu and Urdu are the main languages spoken in this district. The project area is lies
between 15018'0" -16°50'0" of North Latitude and 15°18'0" -16°50'0" of East Longitudes.
5.1.1. Land use Pattern:
The existing land use of the site is
consisting of - agriculture, land for
grazing, fruit and flower plantations,
village settlements and village ponds etc.
General Land Use Pattern of the State
indicated that the project area has current
fallows (8%) followed by land put to non
agricultural use (30%), forest (31%) and
other fallow (8%). The principal crops of
the district are paddy, cotton, Maize, black
gram and red gram.

Socio economic characteristics of project area:
In 2011, Guntur had population of 48,87,813 of which male and female were 24,40,521 and
24,47,292 respectively. With regard to the sex ratio it is 1003 per 1000 males, literacy rate is
67.40. The table 5.1 shows the secondary data of the affected villages.
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Table 5.1 Demographic condition of the project area

Andhra Pradesh State
Guntur district
Thullur
Uddandarayunipalem

SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHICAL
Literacy (%)
No. of house
SC (%)
holds
Total
Male Female
73.0
80.9
64.6
17.1
67.40
74.79
60.09
1296609
19.6
63.19
35.08
28.11
2280
30.29
60.04
32.18
27.86
408
54.79

Source: Census 2011

5.2. Project Impacts
Following sections illustrate analysis of the results of socio-economic and sample surveys.
The analysis describes about the social, demographic and economic profile of PAPs to
understand the type of R&R intervention measures required to enhance living condition of
PAPs. The socio-economic study has been done based on education, occupation,
demographic profile and other social characteristics of the PAPs.
(i) Impact on Agriculture Land: : Table 5.2 presents impact on affected agriculture land.
Out of 52.9570 acres of 104 PAF’s, only 25 people have responded and out of which 104
people 8 are having less than 0.5 acres, 5 people have 0.5 to 1.5 acres, 10 people are having
1-1.5 acres and 2 are having 1.5 acres, but rest are not provided their land of agricultural land
respectively.
Table 5.2: Project area Agricultural Land acquired
Village

Uddandarayunipalem

0 To 0.5
acres
8

Acres
0.5-1.0
1.0-1.5 acres
acres
5
10

Total
1.5above
2

25

(iii) Impact on People: The estimated numbers of families being affected are about 25. The
impact on livelihood could be mitigated with the intervention of Rehabilitation measures as
per the LA R&R Act 2013. Further explorative technique has been used to assess social
impacts on families, understand social and demographic profile of the project affected
families. As it can be seen from Table 5.3 that there are 100 PAPs from 25 estimated PAFs
who responded the survey with average family size of 4 respectively.

Table 5.3: Project affected families (PAFs) and Project affected persons (PAPs)
Village
Uddandarayunipalem
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Land (PAFs)
25

PAPs
100

Average family size
4
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5.3. Social Profile of the PAPs
5.3.1. Age wise Distribution:
Age of stakeholders gives the SIA study good idea about area and its people because if the
number of older people is high in specific area then there can be different problems and
attitudes of that respective area. If the number of younger people is high then social
problems, attitudes can be different like unemployment. So the understanding of the age
pattern is very important and age data of all the project affected persons (PAPs) is given
below in table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Age limit of PAPs
Age

Male

%

Female

%

Ttl %

0-10
5
5.00
4
4.00
9.00
Nov-20
9
9.00
3
3.00
12.00
21-30
13
13.00
8
8.00
21.00
31-40
6
6.00
11
11.00
17.00
41-50
9
9.00
5
5.00
14.00
Above 51
14
14.00
13
13.00
27.00
Total
56
56.00
44
44.00
100
Source: Household Survey
Above mentioned table it is shown that majority of the stakeholders in this study is from the
age limit of 51 and above. They contribute 27% of the total. 16.7% stakeholders are from the
age limit of 21-30. 17% stakeholders are 31-40, 14% stakeholders are 41-50, 12%
stakeholders are 11-20 and 9% stakeholders are 0-10 age limits respectively. This table
represents that the stakeholders whose land is proposed to be acquired for the project are
mature people and majorly above 51 years.
Figure 8 Family Structure

Family Structure

5.3.2. Family Structure
The adjacent figure 8 shows that Joint
families are predominant in the project area
with an incidence of 33% while the remaining
67% are observed to be living in Nuclear
families.

13%

87%
Yes

No

5.3.3. Religious Category of the PAFs.
It was observed that the 25 PAFs are divided into two major religious communities, with a
numerical preponderance of the Hindu religion. Out of the total 25 PAFs, 23 (92 %) belong to
Hindu religion and the remaining 8 % are Muslims. The religious division of the PAFs is
presented in the table 5.5 & Figure 9 below.
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Table 5.5 Religious Division

Figure 9 Religious Division

Religion

Frequency

%

Hindu

23

92

Muslim

2

8

Total

25

100.0

Source: Field Survey

5.3.4. Social Category of Project Affected Families (PAF)
The social division of the households in the project, show that forward cast communities
constitute 84 per cent of the total households; and 16 percent of the households belong to the
backward caste communities in Uddandarayunipalem village. The social division of the PAFs
is presented in the following Table 5.6 & figure-10.
Table – 5.6 Social Distributions of the PAFs
Figure 10 Social Distribution

Caste

Number

Percentage

Forward Caste

21

84.0

Backward Caste

4

16.0

Schedule Caste

-

-

Schedule Tribe

--

--

25

100

Total
Source: Field Survey

5.3.5. Marital Status of PAPs
The analysis on marital status of the PAPs indicates that more than half of the PAPs (69%)
were married, while 30 per cent were unmarried. The proportions of widowed persons were
very minimal in the project area with only 1 per cent of the total population. There were no
divorced persons reported in the project area. The marital status of PAPs is depicted in the
following Table 5.7.
Table – 5.7 Marital Statuses of PAPs
Marital Status
Married
Un married
Widowed
Divorced
Total
Source: Field Survey
EPTRI, Hyderabad

Male
34
22
56

%
34.0
22.0
56.0

Female
35
8
1
44

%
35.0
8.0
1.0
44.0
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5.3.6. Educational Status of PAPs
Among the PAPs, excluding the 3 (3 per cent) non-school going children below the age of 5
years, 18 per cent were illiterate and 79 per cent are literate. From among the total PAPs, 16
per cent of the population had attained education up to 5th standard whereas 27 per cent of the
population claimed of having education up to high school level. Only 8 per cent had
completed Intermediate level whereas 20 per cent of the PAPs are graduates. When it comes
to higher educational degrees like Post Graduation, the percentage is only 2 per cent and
professionals are 5per cent only. The educational status of the PAPs is enumerated in the
following Table 5.8.
Table –5.8 : Educational Status of the PAPs
Education
Illiterate
Upto 5th Standard
Upto 10th standard
Intermediate
Graduate
Post graduate
Vocational Course
Professionals
Non school going children
(below 5 years of age)
Total
Source: Primary Survey

Male
7
6
16
5
12
2
1
5

Female
11
10
11
3
8
-

Total
18
16
27
8
20
2
1
5

Percentage
18.0
16.0
27.0
8.0
20.0
2.0
1.0
5.0

2

1

3

3.0

56

44

100

100.0

5.3.7. Living Conditions and Infrastructure Facilities
Housing Status

Residential dwellings in study area were generally classified into Kutcha (Huts),
Semi – Pucca and Pucca (Concrete house) house.

Kutcha (huts) – thatched structures, walls constructed from un-burnt bricks or mud,
floor material is primarily mud and dung.

Pucca house (Concrete house) – cemented walls built with cement bricks/ burnt
bricks, with RCC roof, classified into two categories as independent house or apartment in
the study area.
Independent house - a house registered in the name of the person who owns the house. The
owner is the only one with the property rights unless it is assigned to another party in writing.
Apartment - means a part of any property, intended for residential use, including one or
more rooms or enclosed spaces located on one or more floors or any part or parts thereof, in a
multi-storied building registered in the name of individual flat owner.

Semi Pucca house - cemented walls built with cement bricks/ burnt bricks, without
RCC roof
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It is important for the policy makers, development practitioners, government, nongovernment as well as donor agencies to understand the living conditions of people, whose
uplift men they work for through various programs and policies. In the present context of
Amaravati -AP Capital city project it is also apt to understand the living conditions of the
PAFs. When inquired about the quality of the housing in the Project area, it was revealed that
almost families out of 25 PAFs, 4% are lives in kutcha house, followed by 84% are in pucca
house, 12% are in Semi-pucca houses and 0% is in open places. The quality of housing is
shown in the table 5.9 & figure-11.
Table – 5.9: Living conditions of PAFs
Living
Condition

PAF

%

Pucca

21

84.0

Semi Pucca

3

12.0

Kutcha

1

4.0

Total

25

100.0

Figure: 11 Living Condition

Source: Field Survey

5.3.8. Number of Dwelling Rooms
According to the survey findings which were enumerated in the Table-5.10 most of the
households have separate dwelling rooms. It was observed that majority of the households
36% have two rooms and 28% households are having four rooms, 20% of families are having
three rooms, 8% of the families are having five rooms and the least 4% have one room and
more than 5 rooms in the study area as shown in Figure-12.
Table-5.10 Dwelling rooms
Dwelling
Number
rooms
One Room
1
Two Rooms
9
Three Rooms
5
Four Rooms
7
Five Rooms
2
Above five
1
Rooms
Total
25
Source: Field Survey
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Percentage
4
36
20
28
8
4
100
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5.3.9. Source of Water Facilities
Besides understanding the living conditions of the respondents in terms of an investigation of
their housing conditions, an attempt was also made to assess the civic amenities in their
houses. The survey results on water sources used by communities in the study area are shown
in the Table-5.11. 84% of the respondents attained their water from hand pump and other
significant 16% source of water was rural water supply (figure-13 & Table 5.11).
83% families are having clean drinking water like mineral water, purifiers etc. in order not to
get any waterborne diseases.
Table-5.11 Source of water facilities
Source of drinking
water

Figure 13 Source of water
facilities

Number

%

Hand Pump

21

84

Own well

0

0

Rural Water supply

4

16

25

100

Total

5.3.10. Sanitation
Sanitary conditions of the villages are relatively better, most of the respondents 24 (96%)
having toilets at their premises. However, on the whole 1(4%) of the respondents don’t have
access to toilet at their premises as shown in Table-5.12 & Figure-14.
Figure: 14. Sanitation

Table-5.12 Sanitation Outlets
Sanitation
Outlets
Septic tanks

Number

Percentage

24

96

Open defecation

1

4

Community toilet

0

0

Total

25

100

5.3.11. Household Energy Sources
About 96% of the PAFs have been using LPG connection, and the remaining 4% are using
both Wood as well as LPG for cooking purpose as shown in Table-5.13 & Figure-15.
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Table-5.13 Energy Sources

Figure 15 Energy Sources

Type of Fuel

Number

Percentage

Fire Wood

0

0

LPG

24

96

Wood + LPG

1

4

Kerosene

0

0

Total

25

100

5.4. Economic Activity and Livelihood Pattern
The working population in the study area includes cultivators, agricultural labourers, and
household industry workers, petty vendor, service sector and unorganized industrial sector.
All workers i.e., those who have been engaged in some economic activity during the last
year, who are not cultivators or agricultural laborers or in household industry are other
workers. Other workers include factory workers, plantation workers, those in trade,
commerce, business, transport, mining, construction, political or social works, all
Government & private sector employs, priests, entertainment artists etc.
Subsistence agriculture is an important contributor to the livelihoods. Amongst the surveyed
population, 28% persons are farmer, 5% of people are business persons, 3% persons are
private employees and 1% persons are government service and unemployed. 32% persons are
home makers, 23% persons are pursuing their education, and 3% persons are below 5 years
old respectively (table 5.14 & figure16).

Table-5.14 Occupational Status
Occupation
Agriculture
Agriculture labour
Private Service
Government Service
Unemployed Youth
Business
Old/Unable to Work
Housewife
Student
Non-School Going
Total

EPTRI, Hyderabad

Frequency Percentage
28
28.0
3
3.0
1
1.0
1
1.0
5
5.0
4
4.0
32
32.0
23
23.0
3
3.0
100
100
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Figure 16 Occupational Status

5.4.1. Agricultural Scenario
Almost all the PAFs in the affected village depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Most of
the PAFs are having rythwari patta land. PAFs have an average agricultural holding size of 4
acres. A range of crops cultivated are banana, paddy and maize etc., Among the total land
holders, which 72% are marginal farmers, 20% small farmers and 8% are medium farmers
(table 5.15).
Table-5.15 Ownership of agricultural Fields
Category of farmer
Farmers Land (in acres)
Less than 2.5
18
72
2.5 to 5
5
20
5.01 to 12.5
2
8
Total
25
100
Besides land, both in absolute acreage and quality, the possession of livestock and other items
like plough, tractor, etc significantly affects the agricultural outcome. Only 70% of them did
possess costly agricultural related items like tractors, sprayers and plough etc and remained
respondents are having accesses to these services through payment/rental basis.
5.4.2. Live stock Farming
Livestock husbandry is an important component of economic activities in the study area,
particularly in the rural settlements. Livestock owned by households includes cattle and
goats are in less proportion. Still cattle are an integral part of cropping activities in the study
area. Livestock provides meat, milk and as a cash income.
Even though animal husbandry is the major source of sustenance especially in rural villages a
number of constraints reduce the dependency on the livestock husbandry in the study area in
recent times. These include:

Rapid urbanization and consequent engulfing of agricultural and grazing lands into
urban sprawl


Decreased dependency on agriculture and allied activities as primary livelihood


Animal husbandry is derelict due to the ageing of the population caused by the drift of
young people and those in their prime of life to the cities.
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Livestock ownership details obtained in the study area during the socio economic survey for
25 households are shown in Table-5.16. A total of 2 households have cattle. Interestingly,
majority of households owned no livestock. Furthermore, herd sizes were small, with few
households owning more than four heads of any of the two livestock types.
Table-5.16 Live stock Ownership in the study area
Household Ownership of
Livestock Cattle
Herd Size
HH
%
NO
23
92
1--3
1
4
4--7
1
4
8 & above
0
0
Total
25
100
5.4.3. Income and Expenditure
An assessment was made to understand the economic status of the respondents by
understanding their income and expenditure pattern for the past one year. The assessment of
income and expenditure of the respondents in the study area have been categorized into five
groups taking into account 2013-2014 as the base year. The income groups are (i) less than
Rs 25,000,(ii) Rs 25,001-50,000,(iii) Rs 50,001- 75,000,(iv) Rs 75,001-1 lakh (v)1 lakh 2 lakh (vi) 2 lakh - 5 lakh (vii) Above 5 lakhs. Respondents were asked to indicate their
households’ income sources. Sources of income and amounts show huge disparity. They
were also asked to give a broad indication of their household’s average monthly income. The
socio–economic condition of the respondents in the project area is in Figure-17.
Figure 17 Annual Incomes

It was observed that out of the total 25 respondents, 28 % had an income between 75000- 1
lakh per annum and another 20% of the of the respondents are within the range of Rs.50001
to 75000 and 12% of the respondents are within the range of 25001-50000, 1-2 lakhs, 2-5
lakhs & above 5 lakhs and 4% of the respondent are within the range of less than 25000.
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5.4.4. Expenditure
The data on annual income of rural households, whose primary occupation is mostly
agriculture, labour work; self employment (auto drivers, Tailoring, Mechanic etc.) in terms of
a fixed figure may not always reveal the actual situation. Since these households do not have
a fixed source of income like salary every month, it often becomes difficult on the part of the
respondents to exactly estimate their annual household income. In such a situation, the
researcher has to depend upon the memory of the respondents. To overcome such
shortcomings, an attempt to assess their pattern of spending on essential items like food,
cloth, health and education was made.
It was observed that the average household records a monthly expenditure of approximately
Rs. 18,333/-. Food and medical expenses are the most common, representing two of the most
frequent expenditure items alongside food and personal items, children education and
clothing (figure-18).
Figure 18 Expenditure

Figure 19 Loan details

5.4.5 Loan Sources
From adjacent figure 19, about 33 % of the PAFs
have loans. 20% (1) of households have bank,
trader and co operative society loans and 40% (2)
of households are having loan from other sources.
The main reason behind making loans is for
investment in agriculture sector. All loans are taken
keeping land as mortgage.
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20

1

40

20

1
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5.4.6. Consumption standard

Figure: 20. Movable Assets

For inferring the consumption standard of the
sample households, their possession of various
consumer durables was recorded in the survey.
Considering the movable assets, it was observed
that 32% of the households possess only two
wheelers, 12% of the households possess 4
wheeler & 2 wheeler vehicles and 8% of the
households possess cycles and 2 wheeler &
cycles. 40% of the households do not have any
vehicles as shown in Table-5.17 & Figure 20.
Table-5.17 Possession of Movable Assets
Vehicle

Number Percentage
Cycle
2
8
Two Wheeler
8
32
4 Wheeler
0
0
2 wheeler+ Cycle
2
8
4 wheeler+2 wheeler
3
12
Cycle+ 2 Wheeler + 4 Wheeler
0
0
None
10
40
Total
25
100
In the other group of consumer durables consisting of television, refrigerator, fan, mobile
phone, it was observed that almost all the household possess fan, television and mobiles as
their minimum requirement, 76% of sample households having refrigerators and 12% of the
households having air conditioners (Figure-20). This indicates chances of having access to
information and connectivity with the outside village for all of the respondents. It was
observed that some of respondents having tractors for self employment purposes.
5.4.7. Savings

Figure 21 Savings

As shown in Figure-21 the sample households
enumerated in the present socio economic survey,
only 9 (36%) of households possess savings and the
remaining 16 (64%) households doesn’t have savings.
The people of Uddandarayunipalem are having
savings accounts in the Thullur mandal of Guntur
District respectively.
5.4.8. Transport Facilities
Transport system comprises several modes including Road, Rail, and Waterways etc. When it
was enquired about the transport facilities in the villages it was observed that all the surveyed
villages have motorable road along with the RTC bus facilities and the villagers are also
using autos and other sources for their conveyance purpose.
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5.4.9. Health Status

Figure 22 Health Status

Health status of the respondents are studied in
the project area, it was revealed that large
numbers of respondents are affected by seasonal
diseases like cold, cough, fever, weakness, joint
pains etc. 40% of the people are suffering from
major diseases like heart problem, Diabetic,
Thyroid, Blood Pressure and Paralysis as shown
in Figure–22.

5.4.10. Morbidity pattern

Figure 23 Morbidity Pattern

Morbidity pattern mainly focuses on the nature
of death and has been classified into two
different categories i.e., natural and unnatural
death. Unnatural death includes deaths by
induced, homicide, accidents etc and natural
death includes death by disease or old age.
unnatural deaths owed to accidents in the
study area. Majority of the respondents in the
study area had natural deaths in last ten years
due to old age etc. morbidity pattern was
presented in the figure-23

5.5. Project Awareness:
The main aim of this study is to find out the level of awareness among the respondents about
the proposed Amaravati - AP Capital City project in the study area.
It was observed that all of the respondents were aware of the project in 2014 and all of the
respondents known the project through media, project authorities and meetings etc.

5.6. Project Perception of the PAFs:
The project perception embraces opinions of
the respondents about the proposed project.
This comprised the perceived advantages &
disadvantages and views of the respondents in
the project area. 22 (87%) of the respondents
who disapproved the Project, most were
concerned about its impact on livelihoods and
environment. Indirect negative impacts of the
project on health were also identified in the
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Perception on Project
13%
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affected village. These impacts will ultimately disrupt sustainable livelihoods of the local
people. 3 (13%) of the respondents in favor of the project opined that more job opportunities
will be created for the local population which would result in sustainable livelihoods and also
helps in improving economic condition during construction and operation period which
would ultimately result in skill up gradation, ancillary and auxiliary business opportunities,
better infrastructure and transportation facilities and overall well being of the area (figure24).
However, PAPs had other concerns also in the project area which relate to increase in prices,
noise and dust, individual and family safety and disruption in village harmony.
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6. LEGAL POLICIES AND FRAME WORK
6.0. Regulatory Framework
The Article 48-A of the Constitution of India states that the State shall endeavour to protect
and improve the environment to safeguard the forest and wildlife of the country. At the same
time, it shall be the fundamental duty of every citizen of India under Article 51-A (g) of the
Constitution of India, to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes,
rivers and wild life.
Over the years, the Government of India has framed several policies and promulgated number
of Acts, Rules and Notifications aimed at management and protection of the environment. As
a result, our country now has a fairly complex body of environmental legislation aimed at
ensuring that the development process meets the overall objective of promoting sustainability
in the long run.
The present chapter focuses on the rules and regulations pertaining to and applicable for the
proposed project. The regulatory framework has been studied covering the applicability and
where possible, the project specific implications of relevant legislation.

6.1. Environmental policies
Several environmental policy statements have been formulated in the last few decades as a
part of the Government’s approach to integrate environmental and developmental aspects of
planning. The policies reflect a gradual shift in emphasis from pollution abatement and
control to proactive and voluntary approaches for pollution prevention in keeping with global
paradigm shifts and trends in environment management.
Following are some of the key policies that have been laid down by the Central Government:


National Forest Policy, 1988;



National Conservation Strategy and Policy Statement on Environment and Development,
1992;



Policy Statement on Abatement of Pollution, 1992.

Despite these policy documents a need for a comprehensive policy statement it had been
evident for some time in order to infuse a common approach to the various sector and crosssectoral approaches to environmental management. As a result, a National Environment
Policy (NEP, 2006) has been drawn up as a response to our national commitment to a clean
environment, mandated in the Constitution in Articles 48 A and 51 A (g), strengthened by
judicial interpretation of Article 21. The National Environment Policy is intended to be a
guide to action: in regulatory reform, programs and projects for environmental conservation;
and review and enactment of legislation, by agencies of the Central, State, and Local
Governments.
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6.2. Legal Provisions for Environment for Proposed Development
The proposed project would be governed by various Acts, Rules and regulations enforced by
Ministry of Environment and Forests and Climate Change (MoEF&CC) at the Central level
and other regulatory agencies at the State and local levels. Various environmental standards,
specifications and guidelines of Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and state level
agencies will also be applicable.
The various environmental regulations as applicable to the project are briefly described in the
following sections below:
Clearance Required
Environmental Impact Assessment Notification, 2006
Projects or activities listed in the Schedule to this notification shall require prior
environmental clearance from the Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC) of Ministry of
Environment and Forests & Climate Change for developmental activities falling under
Category ‘A’ of the Schedule and from the State Environmental Impact assessment Authority
(SEIAA) at the State level for development activities falling under Category 'B' of the said
schedule, before any construction work, or preparation of land by the project proponent (PP).
Implication: The Amaravati City development project requires Environmental Clearance
from the State Expert Appraisal Committee (SEAC) and State Environmental Impact
Assessment Authority (SEIAA) of the state of Andhra Pradesh under the Category 8(b)
Township and Area Development Projects as per the EIA Notification 2006. The General
Condition (GC) clause as per the EIA Notification is not applicable for this project vides
Amendment 22nd December (SO No-3252E) of EIA Notification 2006.
Forest (Conservation) Rules, 2003
Every user agency, that wants to use any forest land for non-forest purposes, shall make its
proposal in the appropriate form to the concerned nodal officer authorized on this behalf by
the State Government, along with requisite information and documents complete in all
respects, well in advance of taking up any non-forest activity on the forest land.
Environmental Acts
The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986
The Government of India (GOI) has framed an ‘Umbrella Act’ called the Environment
(Protection) Act, 1986 which is designed to provide a framework for the coordination of
central and state authorities established under Water and Air Act. The Environment
(Protection) Act, 1986 is established by the GOI to fulfil its commitment to protect and
improve the human environment. It is applicable to the entire country. From time to time the
central government has issued notifications under the EPA, Act 1986 for the protection of
ecologically-sensitive areas or issues guidelines for matters under the EPA.
It empowers the Central Government to take necessary measures for the purpose of
protecting and improving environmental quality and preventing, controlling and abating
environmental pollution. Important powers of the Central Government include laying down
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standards for environmental quality and emission/ discharge of environmental pollution from
various sources. These powers define procedures and establish safeguards for handling of
hazardous substances, and establish rules to regulate environmental pollution.
Separate Noise regulations for DG sets of various capacities were introduced in 2002 vide
notification of MoEF&CC of 17th May 2002 under the Environmental (Protection) Second
Amendment Rules 2002. This requires that all DG sets should be provided with exhaust
muffler with insertion loss of minimum 25 dB (A). All DG sets manufactured on or after 1
July 2003 shall comply with these regulations.
Implication: All the applicable rules and regulations shall be followed by AP-CRDA&CA
provided in the Act towards planning of activities in the project area. For all the activities to
be undertaken in Amaravati City development project; the maximum allowable limits of
concentration of various environmental pollutants will be followed as per the standards of
quality of air, water, or soil for various areas and purposes.
The Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1974
(Water Act)
The purpose of this act is to prevent and control water pollution and to maintain or restore the
quality of water. In order to achieve its goals this act empowers the CPCB and SPCB and
defines their functions.
This Act requires any new development, industries, local bodies and agencies engaged in any
trade to obtain consent from the SPCB for discharge of effluent into water bodies. The
SPCBs have the authority to enforce this Act, if any projects discharge effluent in water
bodies, land or sea.
The Environment (Protection) Rules under the EPA also lay down specific standards for
quality of water effluents to be discharged into different type of water bodies (sewers, surface
water bodies like lakes and rivers, marine discharge).
Implication: For any activities falling in categories as per Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control
Board (APPCB), Consent to Establish (CTE) will be obtained before starting the construction
and Consent to Operate (CTO) before commissioning the activity.
The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981
The purpose of this act is to prevent, and control air pollution including noise pollution and
preserve air quality. In order to achieve its goals, this act empowers the CPCB and SPCB and
defines their functions. An important function of the CPCB is to establish Environmental
standards.
This Act requires industries, local bodies and agencies engaged in any trade to obtain consent
from the SPCB prior to releasing emissions into air. The SPCBs have the authority to enforce
this Act.
Implication: For any activities falling under categories as per Andhra Pradesh Pollution
Control Board (APPCB), Consent to Establish (CTE) will be obtained before starting the
construction and Consent to Operate (CTO) before commissioning the activity.
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The Municipal Solid Wastes (Management and Handling) Rules, 2000 and Draft Rules
2015
As per this rule, every municipal authority shall, within the limits of the municipality, be
responsible for the implementation of the provisions of these rules, and for any infrastructure
development for collection, storage, segregation, transportation, processing and disposal of
municipal solid wastes.
The Solid waste management for the proposed project will be as per the; Municipal Solid
Wastes (Management and Handling) Rules, 2000 and draft Rules 2015, Ministry of
Environment and Forests, The Hazardous Wastes (Management, Handling and Transboundary Movement) Rules, 2008, E waste (Management and Handling) Rule, 2011, BioMedical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998 and its amendments thereof and
Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board (APPCB), Andhra Pradesh Guidelines. Recent
technologies for Waste to Energy (WtE) conversion will also be used in the proposed
development.
The Hazardous Wastes (Handling and Management) Rules, 1989 and subsequent
amendments
These rules were notified on 28th July 1989, under the Environment Protection Act, 1986.
They aim at controlling the generation, collection, treatment, transportation, and disposal of
hazardous wastes. These rules have been amended subsequently in, 2000, 2003 and 2009.
Hazardous waste generated during construction & operation phase are covered under the
ambit of this act. The industries are required to obtain prior authorization from the SPCB for
handling, treatment, storage and disposal of Hazardous Wastes.
E-waste (Management and Handling) Rule, 2011
This rules covers producer, consumer or bulk handling involved in the manufacture, sale
purchase and processing of electrical and electronic equipment or components as specified in
this rule. Environmentally sound management of e-waste means taking all steps required to
ensure e-waste is managed in a manner which shall protect health and environment against
any adverse effects, which may result from hazardous substance contained in such waste.
Bio-Medical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998, amendment 2003
As per this rule it shall be the duty of every occupier of an institution generating bio-medical
waste which includes a hospital, nursing home, clinic, dispensary, veterinary institution,
animal house, pathological laboratory, blood bank by whatever name called to take all steps
to ensure that such waste is handled without any adverse effect to human health and the
environment. Every occupier, where required, shall set up in accordance with the timeschedule in Schedule VI, requisite bio-medical waste treatment facilities like incinerator,
autoclave, microwave system for the treatment of waste or ensure requisite treatment of waste
at a common waste treatment facility or any other waste treatment facility. This rule specifies
guidelines for segregation, packaging, transportation, storage, treatment and disposal of
biomedical waste.
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Implication: Facilities for treatment and disposal of biomedical waste already exist at Guntur
and Vijayawada. These facilities will be utilized for the proposed project. Augmentation of
the facilities will be done as and when required with respect of the prevailing norms. These
two facilities or any new facility that is proposed shall have to comply with the provisions of
these Rules.
Fly Ash Notification, 1999, amendment 2009
The MoEF&CC, GoI has issued a Notification regarding the utilization of fly ash/ bottom ash
generated from coal/ lignite based thermal power plant, with an intention to protect the
environment, conserve top soil and prevent the dumping and disposal of fly ash discharged
from coal or lignite based thermal power plants. As per this notification, every construction
agency engaged in the construction of buildings within a radius of hundred kilometres from a
coal or lignite based thermal power plant shall use only fly ash based products for
construction, such as: cement or concrete, fly ash bricks or blocks or tiles or clay fly ash
bricks, blocks or tiles or cement fly ash bricks or bricks or blocks or similar products or a
combination or aggregate of them, in every construction project.
Implication: In view of the existing thermal power plants in vicinity of the proposed
development, Proponent and other stakeholders will follow this notification and will use fly
ash based construction material as indicated in this notification.
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act 1958 and Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Rules, 1959
This Act provides for the preservation of ancient and historical monuments and
archaeological sites and remains of national importance and for the regulation of
archaeological excavations and for the protection of sculptures, carvings and other like
objects. According to this Act, areas within the radii of 100m and 300m from the
“Protected property” are designated as “protected areas” and “controlled areas” respectively.
No development activity (including building, mining, excavating, blasting) is permitted in the
“protected areas”. Development activities likely to damage the protected property are not
permitted in the “controlled areas” without prior permission from the Archaeological Survey
of India (ASI) if the site/remains/ monuments are protected by ASI or the State Directorate of
Archaeology.
Implication: Famous Undavalli caves an archeologically important site falls within the
project boundary. The proponent will follow respective regulations in this regard.
National and International Institutional Framework
India’s environmental regulatory framework is based on a system of shared central
government/ state pollution control administration. Since the passage of the Environment Act
of 1986, the enforcement and oversight role of the central government, and particularly of
Ministry of Environment & Forests & Climate Change, has been strengthened considerably.
At the national level, the Central Pollution Control Board administers air and water
regulatory efforts. This board is responsible for coordination of activities and guidance in
formulation of standard for its state counterparts. The State Pollution Control Boards are
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responsible for enforcing the regulations. The states may adopt standards that are more
restrictive than those of the CPCB, but they may not relax them.
Ministry of Environment & Forests and Climate Change
Ministry of Environment and Forests and Climate Change (MoEF & CC) plays a pivotal role
in environmental management for sustained development and for all environmental matters in
the country. The major responsibilities of MoEF&CC include:

Environmental resource conservation and protection, including environmental impact
assessment of developmental projects.

Co-ordination with the other ministries and agencies, voluntary organizations and
professional bodies on environmental action plans.


Policy-planning.


Promotion of research and development, manpower planning and training and
creation of environmental awareness.

Liaison and coordination with international agencies involved in environmental
matters.
Project proponents who are planning to undertake developmental activities have been
mandated by MoEF&CC to submit Environmental Impact Statements to establish that they
have planned to install adequate pollution monitoring equipment in order to comply with the
relevant statutes and regulations as applicable to their scope of activities
Central & State Pollution Control Boards
The Central Pollution Control Board is directly responsible for pollution control throughout
the boundaries of the country. In addition to the control of air, noise and water pollution it is
also responsible for ensuring effective control on disposal of hazardous wastes and storage
and handling of hazardous chemicals and substances.
Additionally, with the enactment of air and water pollution laws, states have set-up their own
Pollution Control Boards (SPCBs) to monitor industrial emissions and effluents and to
approve the operation of new industries after careful scrutiny. The functions of the SPCBs
include:

The planning of comprehensive state programs for the prevention and control of air
and water pollution and to ensure the implementation thereof;


Inspection of control equipment, industrial plants, etc.;


Establishing norms in consultation with the CPCB with respect to National Ambient
Air Quality Standards, gaseous emission standards from industrial plants, automobiles, etc.
Different emission standards may be laid down for different industrial plants, with respect to
the quantity and composition of emissions into the atmosphere from such plants and the
general pollution levels in the area;


Advising the State Government on siting of new polluting industry.
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Kyoto Protocol
The emission of significant amounts of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, primarily
by industrialized and developed nations, has come into sharp focus in the last few decades as
it may result in rising raise global temperatures and resultantly cause change in climatic
patterns across the globe. To address this issue, the Kyoto Protocol further supplements and
strengthens the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change - an international
treaty on climate change under which developed countries have committed to reduce their
emissions of carbon dioxide and five other greenhouse gases. The treaty was negotiated in
Kyoto, Japan in December 1997, opened for signature on March 16, 1998, and closed on
March 15, 1999. As of September 2005, a total of 156 countries have ratified the agreement
(representing over 61% of global emissions).
India has formally accepted the treaty by ratifying on the 26th of August, 2002 and thus, the
aim of APCRDA & CA will be to abide by the objectives of the protocol. APCRDA & CA
will focus on the minimum emission of green-house gases like CO2 and the optimal use of
fuel resources in Amaravati and environs.
Montreal Protocol & the Vienna Convention
Scientific concerns about damage to the ozone layer prompted governments to adopt the
Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer in the year 1985. Then, two years
later, in 1987, the Montreal Protocol was legally adopted and required industrialized
countries to reduce their consumption of chemicals harming the ozone layer. As of September
2002, 183 countries have ratified the Montreal Protocol which sets out the time schedule to
"freeze" and reduce consumption of ozone depleting substances (ODS). India acceded to the
Montreal Protocol on 17th September 1992. India commonly produces and uses seven of the
20 substances controlled under the Montreal Protocol. These are CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113,
Halon-1211, Halon-1301, Carbon tetrachloride and Methyl chloroform. India is presently
considered to be the second largest CFC producer in the world, after China. The Government
of India has entrusted the work relating to ozone layer protection and implementation of the
Montreal Protocol to the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF) and Climate Change
which is the coordinating Ministry in India for all matters relating to the Montreal Protocol.
Stockholm Convention
The Stockholm Convention is a global treaty in response to the urgent need to protect human
health and the environment from persistent organic pollutants (POPs). The Convention was
adopted with the formal voted approval of delegates from 127 countries on 22 May 2001, at
Stockholm in Sweden. POPs are toxic, and have the potential to injure human and other
organisms even at concentrations as low as parts per billion (ppb). The 12 initial POPs
referred to as "Dirty Dozen" are aldrin, chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor, mirex,
toxaphene, polychlorinated biphenols (PCBs), hexachlorobenzene, dioxins and furans.
The proponent will thrive to ensure that the usage of such chemicals falling under the POPs
category is avoided to the extent possible in any of the planned developmental activities.
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6.3. Social Impacts
The social impact of the construction of proposed AP Capital City project has been classified
i.

Impact during Pre- construction stage.

ii.

Impact during Construction Stage.

iii.

Impact During Operation stage

The main aim of the Social Impact Management Plan is to ensure that the various adverse
impacts are mitigated and the positive impacts are enhanced. The social impact management
measures shall be implemented during the various stages of the project viz. Pre-construction
stage, Construction Stage and Operational Stage. A description of the various impacts is
identified during different stages of construction which is presented in Table 6.1.
Table6.1: Identification of Social Impacts at different stages
Pre- Construction
Acquisition of
agricultural land

Construction
Dust pollution

Operation
Social Development

Noise pollution

Economic Development,

Acquisition of trees

Livelihood opportunities
during construction

Infrastructure
development

Loss of livelihood

Improvement of quality
of life
Livelihood opportunities
and Self-employment.
6.4. Project Impacts
The major findings and magnitude of impacts of the proposed Amaravati - AP Capital City
are discussed in the following sections. The project impacts have been classified into
different categories such as impacts on land, impacts on the affected families and their
livelihood resources.
The proposed Amaravati - AP Capital City will have a number of positive and negative
impacts. In general the proposed project shall bring following positive impacts:


Social Development



Economic Development,



Infrastructure development



Improvement of quality of life



Livelihood opportunities and self-employment.

The anticipated negative impacts on PAFs include:


Loss of landholdings
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Loss of livelihood



Loss of labour activity

6.5. Land Requirement and Acquisition
The New Capital of Andhra Pradesh is envisioned to be the pioneer Smart City of India. It
aims to be World Class and at par with the standards set forth by countries such as Singapore.
The new capital will be an economic powerhouse that will create a range of jobs for existing
resident villagers by upgrading their skills, as well as provide high-tech and knowledge based
industry jobs to be globally competitive. Housing will be at the core of its planning and will
aim to provide affordable and quality homes to all its residents. It will demonstrate global
quality of life standards to offer high levels of convenience to people of all ages.
The concept will capitalize on the rich heritage possessed by the region and utilize it to create
a unique identity for the new capital. Sustainability and efficient management of resources
will form another important pillar of this new capital. It will be supported by maintaining the
clean and green character that the site currently demonstrates by mimicking these ideas in to
the new capital Concept Plan.
The project shall require the acquisition/ transfer of 52.9570 Acres of land, details of land
requirement are summarized below in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Land Requirement for the Project in the village
Sl. No
LAND REQUIREMENT
1
Acquisition of Land (in Acres)
1.1 Land acquired under LP

UDDANDARAYU
NIPALEM
612.72
559.762

1.2

Land to be acquired (acres)

2
2.1

Impact on PAFs/PAPs (No.)
Total PAFs

104

2.2

Total No. of PAFs responded during the survey

25

2.3 Total PAPs responded families
Based on the socio- economic survey

52.9570

100

6.6. Impact on Families
All the 25 PAFs are landowners under the proposed acquisition under LA Act.

6.7. Loss of livelihood
Total number of land owners in the project area referred to as Project Affected Families are
160. Most of the people (landowner as well as landless) of the area are dependent on
agriculture for their livelihood, and there is permanent loss of current livelihood for almost
the entire population. However, due to the provision of giving land in the development to the
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people losing land- will act as source of livelihood to the landowners on long term basis. The
impact on livelihood could be mitigated with the intervention of Rehabilitation measures as
per the RFCT LAR&R Act, 2013. Further explorative technique has been used to assess
social impacts on families, understand social and demographic profile the project affected
families.
In view of social impacts, rehabilitation of the PAFs has been proposed. During site social
survey, choice and desire of affected people have also been collected through survey
questionnaires. Mitigation measure of the adverse impacts shall be following:


Payment of compensation for lost asset at replacement cost;



Preference to the land losers in work during project construction period.


Provide necessary skill improvement training to affected people to make them
employable in project operation phase.
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7. COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS
7.0. Introduction
The Andhra Pradesh Reorganization Act 2014 (Central Act 6 of 2014), came into force on 2nd
June, 2014, provided for the reorganization of the existing state of Andhra Pradesh. One of
the most critical priorities for the new state is the formation of the New Capital city, which is
very important from the perspective of economic development, cultural integrity and
administrative functioning.
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has decided to establish a green field capital city as a
livable, environmentally sustainable and people’s capital. For this purpose, the location of the
capital was identified between Vijayawada and Guntur cities on the upstream of Prakasam
Barrage on the river Krishna.
The land required for the new Amaravati-AP Capital City Development Project with an area
of 38049.48 acres, which is covering a current population of 102401 in 24 revenue villages
and part of Tadepalli Municipality covered by 26 LPS Units (As per Primary Census Abstract
Tables Census 2011).
The proposed capital city is being developed with ‘state-of-the-art’ infrastructure including
world class roads, water supply facilities, administrative and institutional complexes,
drainage, sanitation, Solid Waste Management (SWM) facilities, river front development etc,
among others.

7.1. Assessment of Public Purpose
One of the objectives of the Social Impact Assessment study is to examine whether the
proposed project is a public purpose project? The proposed land acquisition for construction
of Amaravti-AP Capital City Development Project is required for the following reasons.
The New capital comes underthe villages Ananthavaram, Nekkallu, Thullur, Pitchikalapalem,
Dondapadu, Borupalem, Abbarajupalem, Rayapudi, Nelapadu, Sakhamur, Inavolu,
Velagapudi, Lingayapalem, Uddandarayunipalem, Malkapuram, Mandadam, Venkatapalem,
Penumaka, Kuragallu, Krishnayapalem, Nidamarru and Navuluru.It falls under the list of
projects classified in section 2 (I).(a to f) i.e. government acquires land for its own use, hold
and control, including for public sector undertakings and for public purpose according to the
LA R&R Act 2013. It clearly shows that this project surely has a public purpose.

7.2. Benefits from the Project
Though, it is very difficult to quantify actual cost of social impact based on severity of land
acquisition. However efforts were made to minimize negative impacts through intervention of
R&R measures. However, the project will entail a multitude of benefits to the entire area. The
project will have following benefits for the people:
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Social costs are calculated by comparing project benefits and negative impacts, from
construction of Amaravati-AP Capital City in Uddandarayunipalem village. The cost is
approx. Rs.5.96 crores for agriculture land in Uddandarayunipalem village.
Positive and negative aspects of the project have been discussed in detail in the following
Table no: 7.1
Table -7.1 Comparative Analysis of Positive and Negative Impacts
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Positive Impact

Negative Impact

Remarks

Enhanced cost of land
per acre
Social Development
Infrastructure
development
Economic development

Loss of Agriculture
Land
Loss of livelihood
Loss of employment

After careful
examination of
various parameters
of cost and benefit
(positive and
negative impacts), it is
found that the
proposed project would
benefit local
Community at large.

Loss of labour activity

Improvement of quality
of life
Increase
employment
&self-employment

This project will help the local people in infrastructure development, social development and
will increase livelihood opportunities & self-employment sources.

7.3. Determination of Compensation
As per section 26 and 27 of LAR&R 2013 the collector shall adopt following criteria to
assess and determine the market value of land and amount of compensation

Market value specified in the Indian Stamp Act, 1899, for the registration of sale
deeds or agreement to sell where land is situated,

The average sale price of similar type of land situated in the nearest village or nearest
vicinity,


Factoring with 1.25



Estimated cost of trees and structures



100% solarium and 12% additional market value



R& R package as per LAR&R Act, 2013

7.4. Land Acquisition Cost
As mentioned in earlier section, about 52.9570 acres of land is being acquired from the
village Uddandarayunipalem. The cost of acquisition of land is presented in Table 7.2
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Table 7.2 Detailed Cost of Acquisition of Land
Sl.
No.

Village
Name

1.

Uddandara
yunipalem

Description of Item

1

2
3
4
5

Agriculture Land value @
Rs.5,00,000 /- per acre as
per SRO Tadikonda
Multiplication factor value
as per rule 28 Chapter IV of
Act 30/2013 is 1.25 time of
the land value (rural area)
Tree value + Structure value
100% Solatium (1+3)
12% addl. market value on
Col.1 from date of 11(1) to
passing of award
Total (1 to 5)

Land
Acquired
(Acres)

Amount in Rupees
(Rs.)

52.9570

2,64,78,500.00

66,19,625.00
---2,64,78,500.00
---5,95,76,625.00

Table 7.3 Entitlement Matrix
Prescribed Item/Issue
P.A.Fs in lieu of loss of livelihood
cattle shed/petty Shops cost
One time grant to Artisan / Small traders
and certain others (PAF )
Losing of Houses
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8. SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN
8.1. Approach to Mitigation
This Social Impact Management Plan (SIMP) has been prepared to mitigate negative social
impacts of Amaravati – AP Capital city project according to LAR&R 2013. The social
Impact Management Plan (SIMP) consists a set of mitigation, monitoring and institutional
measures to be taken during the design, construction and operational phases of the project to
eliminate adverse social impacts or to reduce them to acceptable levels. The main aim of the
SIMP is to ensure that the various adverse impacts are mitigated and the positive impacts are
enhanced. The SIMP shall be implemented during the various stages of the project viz. preconstruction stage, construction stage and operational stage. A description of the various
management measures suggested during different stages of the project is provided in
following section.
Table 8.1 Classification of social impacts at different stages of project cycle
Pre- Construction

Construction

Operation

Acquisition of agricultural
land

Dust pollution

Social Development

Noise pollution

Economic Development,

Acquisition of trees

Livelihood opportunities
during construction

Infrastructure development

Loss of livelihood

Improvement of quality of life
Livelihood opportunities &
self-employment

8.2. Major Findings of SIA study
Survey has estimated about 25 project affected families and about 100 project affected
persons.
This Social Impact Management Plan (SIMP) of the proposed Amaravati –AP Capital City is
prepared to mitigate negative social impacts of the acquisition of 52.9570 acres of land in
Uddandarayunipalem village. The SIMP has followed The Right to Fair Compensation and
Transparency in Land Acquisition and Rehabilitation and Resettlement 2013 (RFCTLAR&R
2013). It appears from the analyses and overview of the act that provisions of compensation
for LA under LAR&R 2013 will be sufficient to manage social issues. Moreover to provide
clarity in the provisions of the act following broad principles will be adopted under the
project:

Continued consultations with representatives of Panchayat will be the main feature of
the R&R planning and implementation of the project,

Administrator and Commissioner for Resettlement and Rehabilitation will be
appointed as per provisions of LAR&R 2013 by the appropriate Government,

The Administrator of the project will ensure preparation of R&R plan and disclosure
as per provision of LAR&R 2013,
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The SIA report shall be disclosed as per Section 7 (5) of the LAR&R 2013,



R&R benefits will be as per provisions of second schedule of LAR&R 2013

Table 8.2 Analysis of Social Impact of Land Acquisition for Amaravati-AP Capital City Project

Sl. No
1

Type of Impact
Loss of fertile agricultural
land

2

Loss of CPR

3

Acquisition of trees

Mitigation measures
Compensation as per provision of
LAR&R Act 2013
Compensation as per provision of
LAR&R Act 2013
Lump- Sum compensation

Table 8.3 Analysis of Social Impact of Land Acquisition for Amaravati – AP Capital city

Sl. No

1.

Type of Impact
Loss of Agricultural land
Loss of livelihood
About 52.9570 acres of
agricultural land is acquired
About 52.9570 acres of 104
families will be losing their
livelihood

Mitigation measures
Compensation as per the provision of
LAR&R Act, 2013.
Rehabilitation assistance as per
schedule II
The stamp duty and other fee payable
for registration shall be borne by the
authority.

8.3. Measures to avoid mitigate and compensate impact
8.3.1. Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts due to land related impacts are attributed to loss of land, change in land use
and loss of access. The impacts of the project in change in land-use are significant and
irreversible; however the Master Plan has addressed the issues and all necessary mitigate
measures are planned. The proposed Green and Blue plan in the Amaravati City translates
into an implementable land use plan. The plan can be summarized into the following
planning strategies and typologies:
Green & Blue lattice:

Green grid – The green and blue network primary follows the road network creating
passive recreational fingers across the city. These fingers are anchored with large parks and
open spaces close to the 2 reservoirs. Each finger terminates at the scenic river Krishna
waterfront.

Active, beautiful and clean waterways weave through the Amaravati Capital city.
These waterways follow the existing irrigation canals and reservoirs to form an interwoven
water network.

The plan creates a variety of interfaces between the green and blue creating different
water themed public spaces such as lake parks, waterfront corridor, linear parks, etc.
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Primary green spaces:

Primary green spaces including large city parks, lakes, town parks, neighbourhood
parks, water bodies and public plazas form the foundation of the city scale recreational
network that provides recreation opportunities and improves a sense of community. These
parks help in creating large public open spaces which can double up as event spaces for the
larger community within the Capital city.

Primary greens are planned along the existing canals and water bodies to serve as
city’s main ecological corridors. They play a dual role in flood management, and
environmental conservation of the native species.
Secondary green links

Secondary greens weave through the townships connecting the various town and
neighbourhood parks. Planned as the secondary green fingers of the city, these greens act as
passive recreational spaces, interactive jogging trails and non-motorized transports corridors
across the city.
Recreational Landscapes

Recreational landscapes include theme parks, golf courses, sports and recreational
spaces.

In line with the township model several sports and recreation parcels have been
allocated in the town centre, and in proximity to the neighbourhood centre.

Large city level sports facilities such as cricket stadium, golf courses and theme parks
have been strategically distributed across the city.
Water bodies

Water bodies including rivers, canals, irrigation channels and reservoirs have been
carefully protected and integrated with the green spaces as discussed in the previous section
The impacts due to loss of land and loss of access are expected to be minor with the
implementation of the land pooling scheme and taking the following mitigation measures.


Providing land pooling benefits / LA benefits to the effected



Payment of cost for lost asset and providing rehabilitation if any displaced;


Payment of compensation prior to taking possession of land or any physical
displacement;


Payment of transitional assistance to support economic loss;


Dissemination of information about the acquisition and compensation calculation
process;


Establishing a grievance radical mechanism;



Option for work during project construction period;



Prior information to harvest the crops or compensation for loss of crop;
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Continuation of community engagement process;


Provision of access to local villagers to continue with their pre project movement
pattern.
Impact on Livelihoods
Long term livelihoods have been, or will be, impacted for those families who have
surrendered their lands for the project. Most of the people (landowner as well as landless) of
the area are dependent on agriculture for their livelihood, and there is permanent loss of
current livelihood for almost the entire population. However, due to the provision of giving
land in the development to the people losing land- will act as source of livelihood to the
landowners on long term basis.
Mitigation Measures
This impact is expected to be insignificant with the implementation of the following
mitigation measures


Payment of compensation for lost asset at replacement cost;



Preference to the land losers in work during project construction period.


Provide necessary skill improvement training to affected people to make them
employable in project operation phase.
Impact on utilities
Impacts have been assessed assuming general utilities such as power line, telephone line,
water supply etc. may be affected during the construction. Therefore, the likelihood of
significance of impact would be negligible.
Mitigation Measures
This impact is expected to be minor and with the implementation of the following mitigation
measures the potential disruption to existing utilities will be further minimized.


Coordination with respective concerned department for utility relocation;



Establishing replaced utilities prior to disconnecting or discontinuing the existing one;



Providing intimation to the people in advance about any disruption to services.

Impact during Construction Phase
The construction phase of the Project involves a number of sequential activities, collectively
named as “spread”. The area affected by the construction, laying of road, clearing of site,
construction of residential, commercial and industrial units, construction of social
infrastructure, construction of treatment plant, laying of sewer line, and labor camps areas
etc. Based on the assessment of above activities and in consultation with the different
stakeholders, the following impacts are being envisaged for the construction phase of the
project.
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Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts during construction period include impact due to the influx of migrants and
associated health related risk to the community. These impacts are expected to be moderate
and with the implementation of the following mitigation measures the potential impact of loss
of livelihood will be further minimized.

Engage as many locally available unskilled, semiskilled and skilled human resource
as practically possible to avoid large scale in migration of labour force;

Provision of infrastructure and amenities for migrant labour in construction camp to
avoid dependence on limited local resources;

Barriers will be provided to prevent ingress of persons into the construction site and
also to protect public exposure to hazards associated with construction activities;

Additional safety precaution while working in market and settlement areas and
especially around the trenches;

Screening, surveillance and treatment of workers, through the provision of medical
facilities and, where required, immunization programs;

Undertaking health awareness and education initiatives among workers, especially
about sexually transmitted disease ;

Prevention of larval and adult propagation through sanitary improvements and
elimination of breeding habitats close to human settlements in the close vicinity of
construction site;


Implementation of a vector control program;



Avoiding collection of stagnant water;


Educating project personnel and area residents on risks, prevention, and available
treatment for vector-borne diseases;

Promoting use of repellents, clothing, netting, and other barriers to prevent insect
bites;

Following safety guidelines for the storage, transport, and distribution of pesticides to
minimize the potential for misuse, spills, and accidental human exposure; and Road safety
measures.
****************
Note: The Social Impact Assessment and Social Impact Management Plan report for the
Uddandarayunipalem village was prepared by EPTRI by conducting field survey (28.04.2016
to 30.04.2016), Grama sabha (16.04.2016) and public hearing (20.06.2016) in the
Uddandarayunipalem Village and the same was incorporated in the final report.
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1. స౦గాహ నివేద్క
ధ - ఉద్ద ౦డరాయునిప్ాలె౦ గ్ాామం
1.0. ప్ాాజెక్ట్ మరియు ప్ాజా వినియోగ౦
జూన్ 2, 2014 న అమలులోకి వచ్చిన ఆ౦ధ్రప్ద
ర ేశ్ ప్ునరవిభజన చటట ౦ 2014 (కే౦దర చటట ౦ 6 ఆఫ్
2014) ప్రకార౦ అ౦తకుము౦దు ఉననఆ౦ధ్రప్ద
ర ేశ్ రాష్టట ౦
ర ప్ునరవిభజనకు వీలు కల్పి౦చ్చ౦ది. ఆరవిక
అభివృదిి, సాస్కృతిక స్మగ్రత మరవయు ప్రవపాలనాప్రమైన నిరిహణ కోస్౦ కొతత గా ఏరిడిన రాష్టట ౦
ర
యొకక పారధానయతలలో ముఖ్యమయినది ఒక కొతత రాజధానిని ఏరాిటు చేస్ుకోవడ౦.
నూతన రాజధాని అ౦దరూ నివసి౦చే విధ్౦గా ప్రాయవరణప్ర౦గా, ఎ౦తో అనువుగా ఉ౦డేలా గరన్
ర ఫీల్డ్
ప్రజారాజధానిని నిరవి౦చాలని

ఆ౦ధ్రప్ద
ర ేశ్ ప్రభుతి౦ నిరణయి౦చ్చ౦ది. దీనికోస్మై, కృష్ాణనదిపై ప్రకాశ౦

బారేజ్ కి ఎగ్ువన విజయవాడ మరవయు గ్ు౦టూరు నగ్రాల మధ్య, 217.23 చ.కి.మీ విసీత రణ ౦లో,
ప్రస్త ుత౦ 24 రెవెనూయ గారమాలలో 1,02,401 మ౦ది నివసి౦చే ఆవాస్ పార౦త౦ మరవయు 26 ఎల్డ పి ఎస్
యూనిటల కి౦
ర ద ఉనన తాడేప్ల్పల మునిసిపాల్పటీ లోని భాగాలలోని పార౦త౦ రాజధానిగా గ్ురవత౦చబడి౦ది. ఈ
ప్రతిపాదిత అమరావతి రాజధాని నగ్ర౦ 2050 నాటికి 3.55 మిల్పయన్ ప్రజలకు నివాస్సౌకరయ౦
కల్పగవ౦చేలా తయారుచేయబడుతు౦ది.
ఈ ప్రతిపాదిత రాజధాని నగ్ర౦లో ప్రప్౦చసాియి రహదారులు, నీటి స్రఫరా సౌకరాయలు, ప్రవపాలనా
మరవయు స్౦సాిగ్తమైన స్ముదాయాలు, మురుగ్ునీటి వయవస్ి , పారవశుధ్య౦, ఘనవయరాిల యాజమానయ
(SWM) సౌకరాయలు, నదీ ముఖ్దాిర అభివృదిి, మొదల ైనసౌకరాయలు ప్ూరవతసి ాయి స్ిదేశీ ప్రవజా ాన౦తో
కల్పి౦చబడతాయి.
ద్ృక్కోణ౦: ఆ౦ధ్రప్ద
ర ేశ్ నూతన రాజధాని నగ్ర౦ ఆకరషణీయ నగ్రాల ఆలోచనకు ప్రతిరూప్౦. ఇది ఒక
ప్రప్౦చసాియిలో, సి౦గ్ప్ూర్ వ౦టిదేశాల ప్రమాణాలతో నిరవి౦చబడుతో౦ది. ఈ నూతన రాజధానిలో
ప్రస్త ుత౦

ఈ

గారమ౦లో

నివసిస్త ునన

వారవ

నెైప్ుణాయలను,

స్౦పాది౦చే

సామరాిానిన

కూడా

ప౦పొ ౦ది౦చడ౦, ప్రప్౦చ సాియికి పో టీగా వారవకి హైటెక్ ప్రవజా ాన౦ అ౦ది౦చడ౦తోపాటు పారవశారమిక
విభాగ్౦ అవకాశాలు కల్పి౦చడ౦ మరవయు అరుులను చేయడ౦, తదాిరా వారవ స్ియ౦ఉపాధికెై రూ.25
లక్షలవరకు వడడ్లేని ఋణాల౦ది౦చడ౦ దాిరా ఆరవిక ప్ర౦గా కూడా ఒక నూతన ఒరవడికి శీరకార౦
చుడుతు౦ది. రాజధానిలో గ్ృహనిరాిణానికి పదద పీట వేయడ౦తో పాటు నివాస్ము౦డే వార౦దరవకీ
నాణయమైన ఇళ్ళు అ౦ది౦చాలననది ప్రణాళికలోని ప్రథమ లక్షయ౦. అనిన వయస్ుులవారవకి ప్రప్౦చ
సాియిలోని నాణయమైన జీవనశైల్ప అ౦ది౦చడ౦తో పాటు వారవ జీవనప్రమాణాలు ప౦పొ ౦ది౦చే విధ్౦గా ఈ
నగ్ర౦ రూప్ు దిదద ుకొ౦టు౦ది.
ప్ాయోజన౦: ఈ పారజెక్ట నిమితత ౦ అవస్రమైన స్ి ల సేకరణ ఆ౦.ప్ర. రాజధాని నగ్ర ఎల్డ పి ఎస్ (ఎఫ్ &
ఐ) నియమాలు, 2015 మరవయు లాయ౦డ్ ప్ూల్ప౦గ్ మరవయు అభివృదిి ప్థక౦ ఎల్డ ఎ, ఆర్ & ఆర్
చటట ౦, 2013 కి౦
ర ద సేకరవ౦చడ౦ జరవగ౦
వ ది. లాయ౦డ్ ప్ూల్ప౦గ్ ప్థక౦, ఆ౦.ప్ర. సి ఆర్ డి ఏ చటట ౦, 2013
ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్
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కి౦
ర ద ప్రజా ప్రయోజనారిమైనదని ప్రకటి౦చబడి౦ది. అమరావతి రాజధాని నగ్ర నిరాిణ అభివృదిి పారజెక్ట
అనేది రవాణా, ఇ౦ధ్న౦, నీరు మరవయు పారవశుది ా౦, స్మాచార మరవయు ఇతర సామాజిక మౌల్పక
వస్తులతో కూడినది. అ౦దువలల ఈ పారజెక్ట ఎల్డ ఎ, ఆర్ & ఆర్ చటట ౦, 2013 లోని సక్షన్ 2(1) అరాినికి
ఖ్చ్చిత౦గా స్రవపో తు౦ది.
1.1. సథ లము:

ప్ట౦ 1: ఈ ప్ాాజెక్ట్ భౌగ్ోళిక సథ లానిిసూచి౦చే ముఖ్యమైన ప్ాణాళిక చితా ప్ట౦

ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్
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1.2. భూసేకరణ క్ొలతల వివరములు
ఉదద ౦డరాయునిపాల ౦ గారమ౦ భౌగోళిక విసీత రణ ౦ ఎ. 612.72 సె౦. లోని ఎ. 559.763 సె౦. భూమిని
లాయ౦డ్ ప్ూల్ప౦గ్ ప్థక౦ కిర౦ద సేకరవ౦చడ౦ జరవగ౦
వ ది, మరవయు ఎ. 52.9570 సె౦. భూమిని ఎల్డ ఎ ఆర్
& ఆర్ చటట ౦, 2013 కి౦
ర ద సేకరవించవలసి ఉింది. సేకరవ౦చవలసిన భూమి, దాని విసీత రణ ౦, స్రేి నె౦. స్హా
వివరములు దిగ్ువ ఇవిబడిన ప్టిటక ఇ1 లో పొ ౦దుప్రచబడినవి.
ప్టట్ క ఇ1: ఉద్ద ౦డరాయునిప్ాలె౦ గ్ాామ౦లో సేకరిచవలసిన సథ లము
మొతత ౦

భూసేకరణలో

వరగీకరణ

విసతత రణ ౦ ఎ.

తీసుక్ొనబడే

మట్ /

గు౦.

సథ ల విసతత రణ ౦

జరగబు

2A

2.64

0.6400

జరరబు

షేక్ మీరావలీ (ఇమామ్ సాహబ్)

12

2A

2.64

0.7000

జరరబు

షేక్ శివయయ (ఇమామ్ సాహబ్)

3.

12

2A

2.64

1.1400

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ భారతి దేవి (శీరధ్ర్ బాబు)

4.

12

1B

0.81

0.8100

జరరబు

5.

20

G

2.58

0.0500

జరరబు

6.

20

K2

0.03

0.0300

జరరబు

బతు
త ల నాగ్ మలేల శిర రావు (శేష్టయయ)

7.

20

C

2.16

1.0800

జరరబు

బతు
త ల నాగ్ మలేల శిర రావు (శేష్టయయ)

8.

20

H1

0.1

0.0150

జరరబు

బతు
త ల నాగ్ మలేల శిర రావు (శేష్టయయ)

9.

23

C

1.34

1.1800

జరరబు

10.

23

B

1.3

1.3000

జరరబు

గ్దదద వె౦కట శివరామ్ ప్రసాద్ (గోవరి న రావు)

11.

23

A

1.26

1.2600

జరరబు

జొననలగ్డ్ సా౦బశివ రావు (అప్ియయ)

12.

24

1A

0.21

0.2100

జరరబు

గ్దదద వె౦కట శివరామ్ ప్రసాద్ (గోవరి న రావు)

13.

24

2A

0.45

0.4500

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ సా౦బశివ రావు (స్ూరయయ)

14.

24

3A

0.59

0.5900

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ సా౦బశివ రావు (స్ూరయయ)

15.

24

3B

0.57

0.5700

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ సా౦బశివ రావు (స్ూరయయ)

16.

24

1B

2.75

2.7400

జరరబు

బతు
త ల నాగ్ మలేల శిర రావు

17.

26

1A

0.98

0.9800

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ సా౦బశివ రావు (స్ూరయయ)

18.

27

B

2.79

2.2900

జరరబు

మురకొ౦డ లక్ష్డి నారాయణ

19.

27

B

2.79

0.5100

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ సా౦బశివ రావు (స్ూరయయ)

20.

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

జరరబు

బచుి గ్ణేష్

21.

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

జరరబు

కనిగ్లుిల కాశీనాద్ బాబు

22.

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

జరరబు

మల్పల శటిట రామ్మిహన్ రావు

వ

సరవే

సబ్

స౦.

నె౦.

డివిజన్

1.

12

2.

ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్

ఆసక్తతగల వయక్తత పేరు మరియు చిరునామా

తాడికొ౦డ వె౦కటేశిర రావు
(నాగ్ మలేల శిర రావు)
తాడికొ౦డ కోటేశిర రావు
(నాగేశిర రావు)

గ్దదద కృష్టణ గాయతిర
(వె౦కట శివరామ్ ప్రసాద్)
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అమరావతి రాజధాని నగర అభివృద్ధి ప్ాాజెక్ట్ ఉద్ద ౦డరాయునిప్ాలె౦(గ్ాా) తుద్ధ సామాజిక ప్ాభావ అ౦చనా నివేద్ధక

మొతత ౦

భూసేకరణలో

వరగీకరణ

విసతత రణ ౦ ఎ.

తీసుక్ొనబడే

మట్ /

గు౦.

సథ ల విసతత రణ ౦

జరగబు

A2

0.75

0.2500

జరరబు

మురకొ౦డ లక్ష్డినారాయణ

28

B2

0.63

0.4700

జరరబు

మురకొ౦డ లక్ష్డినారాయణ (రామయయ)

25.

28

C2

0.57

0.5700

జరరబు

మురకొ౦డ సా౦బశివ రావు

26.

28

A2

0.75

0.1280

జరరబు

రామచ౦దర రావు అరిప్ల్పల

27.

28

A

0.75

0.1800

జరరబు

మురకొ౦డ సా౦బశివరావు (రామయయ)

28.

29

9.84

1.0000

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ స్దాశివ రావు

29.

31

B

0.58

0.5800

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ స్దాశివ రావు

30.

31

C

0.57

0.5700

జరరబు

31.

35

C

1.94

0.5000

జరరబు

మదుదల అలేఖ్య (శీరహరవ)

32.

35

C

1.94

0.4950

జరరబు

మురకొ౦డ నాగ్ మలేల శిర రావు(కోటయయ)

33.

36

C3

0.89

0.4000

జరరబు

జొననలగ్డ్ ప్ునానరావు (శేష్టయయ)

34.

36

D1

0.05

0.0250

జరరబు

జొననలగ్డ్ ప్ునానరావు (శేష్టయయ)

35.

38

A

0.63

0.0050

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ రవీ౦దర బాబు (నాగేశిర రావు)

36.

38

C

1.15

0.0100

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ కోటేశిర రావు (నాగేశిర రావు)

37.

38

E

0.47

0.0300

జరరబు

కొ౦డదపాటి స్ిప్న (వె౦కట రావు)

38.

38

F

0.45

0.0100

జరరబు

కొ౦డదపాటి స్ిప్న (వె౦కట రావు)

39.

38

G

0.45

0.0100

జరరబు

కొ౦డదపాటి స్ిప్న (వె౦కట రావు)

40.

38

H

0.44

0.0100

జరరబు

కొ౦డదపాటి స్ిప్న (వె౦కట రావు)

41.

38

I

1.14

0.1000

జరరబు

కొ౦డదపాటి స్ిప్న (వె౦కట రావు)

42.

38

J

0.99

0.0200

జరరబు

కొ౦డదపాటి స్ిప్న (వె౦కట రావు)

43.

39

B

2.8

0.0050

జరరబు

కొల్పల స్తయనారాయణ

44.

39

D

2.77

0.0200

జరరబు

వేమూరవ కృష్టణ కుమారవ

45.

39

A2

2.73

0.4600

జరరబు

బతు
త ల నాగ్ మలేల శిర రావు

46.

41

B1

0.4275

0.2140

జరరబు

అననవరప్ు ప్రమీల (జనారి న రావు)

47.

41

B1

0.4275

0.2140

జరరబు

అననవరప్ు శిరరష్ట (బాల ప్రసాద్)

48.

41

B1

1.42

0.3500

జరరబు

బచిల శీరనివాస్ రావు (నరసి౦హా రావు)

49.

41

C1

1.37

0.6450

జరరబు

గవ౦జుప్ల్పల శీర రామయయ

50.

41

B1

0.99

0.0430

జరరబు

గవ౦జుప్ల్పల శీర రామయయ

51.

41

C1

1.37

0.4500

జరరబు

మేకల కృపాన౦ద౦

52.

41

D2

0.25

0.0800

జరరబు

మేకల శిరరష్ట

వ

సరవే

సబ్

స౦.

నె౦.

డివిజన్

23.

28

24.

ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్

ఆసక్తతగల వయక్తత పేరు మరియు చిరునామా

తాడికొ౦డ వె౦కటేశిర రావు (నాగ్ మలేల శిర
రావు)
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అమరావతి రాజధాని నగర అభివృద్ధి ప్ాాజెక్ట్ ఉద్ద ౦డరాయునిప్ాలె౦(గ్ాా) తుద్ధ సామాజిక ప్ాభావ అ౦చనా నివేద్ధక

మొతత ౦

భూసేకరణలో

వరగీకరణ

విసతత రణ ౦ ఎ.

తీసుక్ొనబడే

మట్ /

గు౦.

సథ ల విసతత రణ ౦

జరగబు

E

0.9

0.0500

జరరబు

చదరుకూరవ నాగ్ూర్

B

1.42

0.4700

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ ఓ౦కార్ బాబు (వె౦కట రావు)

17.16

0.0050

జరరబు

ఉప్ుిలపాటి వె౦కట రమణ మరవయు మాధ్వి

B1

0.98

0.9800

జరరబు

జొననలగ్డ్ శివమి (సా౦బశివ రావు)

49

B

4.31

0.0050

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ కీరతన

58.

51

C

0.91

0.0050

జరరబు

మ౦దల స్౦గరతా రావు (జోసఫ్)

59.

52

0.07

0.0700

జరరబు

ప్రతిపాదిత రహదారవ

60.

53

0.16

0.1600

జరరబు

ప్రతిపాదిత రహదారవ

61.

53

D

1.4800

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ స్దాశివ రావు (వె౦కట రామయయ)

62.

53

E

2.9

1.8750

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ స్దాశివ రావు (వె౦కట రామయయ)

63.

55

10

0.2000

జరరబు

కటాట వినయ్ కుమార్ (రామారావు)

64.

55

10

0.1000

జరరబు

కొ౦డదపాటి హిమబి౦దు (అనిల్డ కుమార్)

65.

57

A

7.23

0.1000

జరరబు

గ్ుజజ రలప్ూడి స్ురేష్ (మధ్ుస్ూధ్న రావు)

66.

57

A

7.23

0.2400

జరరబు

గ్ుజజ రలప్ూడి మధ్ుస్ూదన రావు (స్ుబబయయ)

67.

57

B

3.83

0.1700

జరరబు

జూజాల వె౦కట రావు

68.

57

A

7.23

0.8000

జరరబు

గ్ుజజ రలప్ూడి మధ్ుస్ూదన రావు (స్ుబబయయ)

69.

57

B

3.83

0.3000

జరరబు

గోగవనేని రాజేశిరవ (వె౦కట రావు)

70.

57

A

7.23

1.0000

జరరబు

71.

59

2

4.32

2.2000

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ శీరనివాస్ రావు (సా౦బశివ రావు)

72.

60

C

1.67

0.8400

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ శీరనివాస్ రావు (సా౦బశివ రావు)

73.

61

8.16

0.1000

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ ఝానీు లక్ష్ిి

74.

61

8.16

1.0000

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ శీరనివాస్ రావు (సా౦బశివ రావు)

75.

61

8.16

1.5000

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ స్౦దీప్ (శీరనివాస్ రావు)

76.

61

8.16

0.5000

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ శీరనివాస్ రావు (సా౦బశివ రావు)

77.

61

8.16

2.0650

జరరబు

తాడికొ౦డ సా౦బశివ రావు (స్ూరయయ)

78.

63

0.11

0.1100

జరరబు

ప్రతిపాదిత రహదారవ

79

64

0.03

0.0300

జరరబు

ప్రతిపాదిత రహదారవ

80

65

3.85

0.0700

జరరబు

బతు
త ల శీరనివాస్ రావు (స్ుబబయయ)

81

69

A

1.76

0.600

జరరబు

బచిల శీరనివాస్ రావు (నరసి౦హా రావు)

82

84

B

1.63

1.6300

జరరబు

బతు
త ల స్తీష్ (సా౦బశివ రావు)

83

86

1A

0.25

0.0750

జరరబు

బతు
త ల స్తీష్ (సా౦బశివ రావు)

వ

సరవే

సబ్

స౦.

నె౦.

డివిజన్

53.

41

54.

41

55.

45

56.

48

57.

ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్

ఆసక్తతగల వయక్తత పేరు మరియు చిరునామా

నెకకలప్ూడి జగ్న్ మ్మహన్ రావు
(వె౦కట కృష్ాణరావు)
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అమరావతి రాజధాని నగర అభివృద్ధి ప్ాాజెక్ట్ ఉద్ద ౦డరాయునిప్ాలె౦(గ్ాా) తుద్ధ సామాజిక ప్ాభావ అ౦చనా నివేద్ధక

మొతత ౦

భూసేకరణలో

వరగీకరణ

విసతత రణ ౦ ఎ.

తీసుక్ొనబడే

మట్ /

గు౦.

సథ ల విసతత రణ ౦

జరగబు

B

0.17

0.1550

జరరబు

బతు
త ల స్తీష్ (సా౦బశివ రావు)

86

B

0.17

0.1100

జరరబు

బతు
త ల కలిన (కోటేశిరరావు)

86

86

B

0.17

0.1100

జరరబు

బతు
త ల సా౦బశివ రావు (కోటయయ)

87

86

B

0.17

0.1400

జరరబు

బతు
త ల వీరయయ (అయయనన)

88

86

A

0.25

0.1670

జరరబు

బతు
త ల వీరయయ (అయయనన)

89

87

B

4.25

0.7400

జరరబు

బెజవాడ నరే౦దర బాబు (వె౦కటప్ియయ)

90

87

B

4.25

0.4700

జరరబు

బెజవాడ నరే౦దర బాబు (వె౦కటప్ియయ)

91

87

A

3.4

0.2000

జరరబు

బతు
త ల సా౦బశివ రావు (అయయనన)

92

87

B

4.25

0.4100

జరరబు

బతు
త ల కలిన (కోటేశిర రావు)

93

87

A

3.4

0.0300

జరరబు

బతు
త ల కలిన (కోటేశిర రావు)

94

87

A

3.4

1.3050

జరరబు

బతు
త ల స్తీష్ (సా౦బశివ రావు)

95

87

A

3.4

0.5700

జరరబు

బతు
త ల వీరయయ (అయయనన)

96

87

B

4.25

0.4400

జరరబు

బతు
త ల వీరయయ

97

87

B

4.25

0.4200

జరరబు

గ్ుమిడి స్ు౦దర రావు (వె౦కయయ)

98

87

A

3.4

0.5400

జరరబు

గ్ుమిడి స్ు౦దర రావు (వె౦కయయ)

99

92

4.47

0.9000

జరరబు

కొల్పల మరల శీరహరవ రావు (వె౦కట స్ుబబయయ)

100

93

4.16

0.0800

జరరబు

కటాట లక్ష్డి ప్రస్నన (రామారావు)

101

94

1A

4.76

1.6200

జరరబు

బతు
త ల శీరహరవ

102

94

1A

4.76

0.0400

జరరబు

బతు
త ల స్దాశివ రావు (రామయయ)

103

95

C

3.71

0.0100

జరరబు

మధిరప్ల్పల వె౦కట ప్తి రావు (అపాిరావు)

104

95

E

1.00

1.0000

జరరబు

కొల్పల మరల శీరహరవ రావు (వె౦కట స్ుబబయయ)

వ

సరవే

సబ్

స౦.

నె౦.

డివిజన్

84

86

85

52.9570

ఆసక్తతగల వయక్తత పేరు మరియు చిరునామా

మొతత ౦

సౌజనయ౦: ఎపి సి ఆర్ డి ఎ, ఎల్ పి ఎస్ యూనిట్ 16, ఉద్ద ౦డరాయునిప్ాలె౦ (గ్ాా)

1.3. సామాజిక ప్ాభావాలు:
ప్రతిపాదిత ఆ౦ధ్రప్ద
ర ేశ్ రాజధాని నగ్ర అభివృదిి పారజెక్ట యొకక సామాజిక ప్రమైన ప్రభావాలు దిగ్ువ
తదల్పపిన విధ్౦గా వరరీకరవ౦చబడినాయి:
i.

నిరాిణానికి ము౦దరవ దశలోని ప్రభావ౦

ii.

నిరాిణ౦ జరుగ్ుతునన దశలోని ప్రభావ౦

iii.

నిరిహణా దశలోని ప్రభావ౦
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సామాజిక

ప్రభావ

యాజమానయ

ఉప్శమి౦ప్జేయడ౦తో

పాటు,

ప్రణాళిక
స్కారాతిక

యొకక

ముఖ్య

ప్రభావాలను

ఉదేదశయ౦

ప్రతికూల

ప౦పొ ౦ది౦చడ౦.

ప్రభావాలను

సామాజిక

ప్రభావ

యాజమానయ చరయలు పారజెక్ట అమలు జరుగ్ుతునన వివిధ్ దశలలో అ౦టే, నిరాిణానికి ము౦దు, నిరాిణ
దశ, మరవయు నిరిహణా దశలలో అమలు చేయబడతాయి. నిరాిణ౦లోని వివిధ్దశలలో గ్ురవత౦చబడిన
ప్రభావాలు ప్టిటక ఇ2లో ఇవిబడినాయి.
ప్టట్ క ఇ2: వివిధ ప్ాాజెక్ుల సామాజిక ప్ాభావాల గురిత౦ప్ు
నిరాాణ౦ ము౦ద్ు

నిరాాణ౦

నిరేహణ

వయవసాయ భూముల సేకరణ

దుముి వలల కాలుష్టయ౦

సామాజిక అభివృదిి

చదటల సేకరణ

ధ్ిని కాలుష్టయ౦

ఆరవిక అభివృదిి

జీవనోపాధి కోలోివడ౦

నిరాిణ స్మయ౦లో ఆదాయ అవకాశాలు

మౌల్పక వస్తుల అభివృదిి
జీవన నాణయతలో అభివృదిి
స్ియ౦ఉపాధి

1.4. ఉప్శమన చరయలు
స్ి లప్రమైన ప్రభావాలనేవి ప్రధాన౦గా స్ి ల౦ కోలోివడ౦, స్ి ల౦యొకక వినియోగ్౦లో మారుి, మరవయు
ప్రస్త ుత జీవనోపాధి కోలోివడ౦. స్ి ల-వినియోగ్౦లో వచేిమారుిల ప్రభావాలు చాలా తీవరమైనవి
మరవయు తిరవగవ మారిలేనివి; అయితే, కానెుప్ట ప్రణాళికలో ఈ స్మస్యలు మరవయు వాటికి అవస్రమైన
ఉప్శమన చరయలు కూడా స్ూచ్చ౦చబడినాయి. రాజధాని నగ్ర అభివృదిి పారజెక్ట ను౦డి గారమస్ి ల౦/
నివాస్పార౦తాలు మినహాయి౦చబడినాయి మరవయు కుటు౦బాలను అతి తకుకవ స్౦ఖ్యలో తొలగవ౦చడ౦
దాిరా గారమ అభివృదిి ప్రణాళికలో చేరిబడినాయి. అయితే, మాస్ట ర్ ప్రణాళికలో తదల్పపిన గారమ స్ి ల౦ /
నివాస్స్ి ల౦లోని

అవస్రాల

ప్రకార౦

రహదారులు/

రెైలేి

మారాీల

నిరాిణానికి

స్ి ల౦

సేకరవ౦చబడుతు౦ది. ఈ ప్రణాళికను దిగ్ువ తదల్పపిన ప్రణాళికా విధానాలు మరవయు వరరీకరణల దాిరా
వివరవ౦చవచుి:
1.4.1. హరిత మరియు నీలి హారాలు:


హరవత గవడ్
ర - ఆహాలదకర౦గా ఉ౦డేలా నగ్ర౦లో అకకడకకడా హరవత మరవయు నీల్ప హారాలు

రహదారుల వె౦ట ఏరాిటు చేయబడతాయి. ఈ హరవత హారాలకు చ్చవర రె౦డు రవజరాియరల కు దగ్ీ రలో
పదద ఉదాయనవనాలు మరవయు ఖ్ాళీ స్ి లాలు ఉ౦టాయి. ప్రతి హరవతహార౦ చూప్రులను కటిటప్డేసే
కృష్ాణనది ప్రవాహానికి కలుప్బడుతు౦ది.
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అమరావతి రాజధాని నగ్రమ౦తా ఎలల ప్ుిడూ ప్రవహిస్త ు౦డే, అ౦దమైన నీటిపాయలు పారుతూ

ఉ౦టాయి. ఈ జలమారాీలు ఇ౦తకుము౦దే ఉనన నీటి పారుదల కాలువలు మరవయు జలాశయాలలో
భాగ్౦గా ఉ౦డి, అ౦తరీ త జలవిధానానిన ఏరిరుసాతయి.


ఈ ప్రణాళిక వివిధ్ హరవత మరవయు నీల్ప మారాీలను అనుస్౦ధానిస్ూ
త , విభిననమైన లేక్

పారుకలు, వాటర్ ఫర౦ట్ కారవడార్, పొ డవుగా ఉ౦డే పారుకలువ౦టి జల ఆధారవత ప్రజాకరషక ప్రదేశాలను
ఏరిరచే౦దుకు వీలు కల్పిస్ుత౦ది.
1.4.2. ప్ాాథమిక శ్రణ
ా ి హరిత ప్ాద్ేశ్ాలు:


పారథమిక హరవత ప్రదేశాలలో పదద వెైన నగ్ర ఉదాయనవనాలు, స్రస్ుులు, ప్టట ణ ఉదాయనవనాలు,

ప్కకప్కకన ఉ౦డే ఉదాయనవనాలు, జలాశయాలు వ౦టివి నగ్ర పారర౦భదశను౦డే ఉ౦డట౦ వలల
ఆహాలదకరమైన వాతావరాణానిన ఏరిడే౦దుకు అవకాశాలు కల్పి౦చడమే కాకు౦డా, ఒకరకమైన వరీ ౦
అనేభావన ప౦పొ ౦దే౦దుకు వీలు కలుగ్ుతు౦ది. ఈ ఉదాయనవనాలు పదద వెైన ప్రజోప్యోగ్ బహిర౦గ్
స్ి లాలు ఏరిడే౦దుకు దో హదప్డటమే కాక, రాజధాని నగ్ర౦లో అతిపదద దదైన వరాీలకు వేడుకలు
జరుప్ుకునే౦దుకు అనువెైన స్ి లాలుగా కూడా రెటట ి౦ప్ు అవకాశ౦ కల్పిసాతయి.


పారథమిక హరవత హారాలు ప్రస్త ుతమునన కాలువలు మరవయు జలాశయాల వె౦బడే ఏరాిటు

చేయడ౦ వలల నగ్ర౦లో ప్రాయవరణ స్మతులయత ఏరిడే౦దుకు దో హద౦చేసత ాయి.
1.4.3. ద్ధేతీయ శ్రణ
ా ి హరితహారాలు


దిితీయ శేణ
ర ి హరవతహారాలు టౌన్ షిప్ ల దాిరా ప్టట ణాలను, ఇతర ఉదాయనవనాలను

కలుప్ుతూ వెళ్త తయి. నగ్ర౦లోని దిితీయ శేణ
ర ి హరవతమారాీలుగా నిరాిరవ౦చబడిన ఈ హరవతహారాలు,
స్త బుదగా ఉ౦డి ఆహాలద౦కల్పగవ౦చే ప్రదేశాలుగా, జాగవ౦గ్ మారాీలతో, యా౦తిరకవాహనాలు లేని రవాణా
సౌకరాయలతో నగ్ర౦ మొతత ౦ ఉ౦టాయి.
1.4.4. ఆహాాద్౦ కలిగ్ి౦చే ప్చిికబయళ్ళు


ఆహాలద౦ కల్పగవ౦చే ప్చ్చికబయళ్ులో థీమ్ పారుకలు, గోల్డ్ కోరుులు, కీడ
ర ామైదానాలు మరవయు

ఇతర ప్రదేశాలు ఉ౦టాయి.


టౌన్ షిప్ మ్మడలోల కీడ
ర మరవయు వినోద౦ అ౦ది౦చే౦దుకె,ై ప్టట ణ కే౦దర౦లో తగవన స్ి ల౦

కేటాయి౦చబడి౦ది. ఇది అనినవిధాల ైన అవస్రాలకు దగ్ీ రగా ఉ౦టు౦ది.


కిక
ర ెట్ సేటడియ౦, గోల్డ్ కోర్ు మరవయు థీమ్ పారుకలు వ౦టి పదద వెైన నగ్రసాియి కీరడాసౌకరాయలు

నగ్ర౦ మొతత ౦లో ఒక ప్రణాళిక ప్రకార౦ ఏరాిటు చేయబడినాయి.
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1.4.5. నీటట వనరులు


నదులు,

రక్ష్ి౦చడ౦తోపాటు,

కాలువలు,

ప్౦టకాలువలు

వాటిని

మరవయు

ఇ౦తకుము౦దు

జలాశయాలువ౦టి

వివరవ౦చ్చనటు
ల

నీటి

హరవత

వనరులను
పార౦తాలకు

అనుస్౦ధాని౦చబడతాయి.


లాయ౦డ్ ప్ూల్ప౦గ్ ప్థక౦ కిర౦ద అమలు ప్రచే విధానాలలో అధికభాగ్౦ కేవల౦ స్ి ల సేకరణకు

స్౦బధి౦చ్చనదదై ఉనన౦దున దీనికి స్౦బధి౦చ్చన ప్రభావాలు చాలా తకుకవగా ఉ౦టాయని అ౦చనా
వేయబడి౦ది.


సి ఆర్ డి ఏ తో అభివృదిి ఒప్ి౦ద౦ కుదురుికొనన భూయజమానులకు లాయ౦డ్ ప్ూల్ప౦గ్

యొకక లాభాలు అ౦ది౦చడ౦.


గారమస్ి ల౦/నివాస్ స్ి లానికి హదుదలు నిరాదరవ౦చడ౦ మరవయు రహదారులు/ రెైలేిలు లేదా

గారమ అభివృదిి అవస్రాలు మినహాయి౦చ్చ ఆ పార౦తానిన రాజధాని నగ్ర అభివృదిి పారజెక్ట లో కలుప్క
పో వడ౦.


స్ి ల సేకరణ మరవయు ఏదేని స్ి ల మారవిడి వలల నికర వయవసాయ ఆదాయ౦లో వచ్చిన నష్ాటనికి

గాను దానిన సాిధీనప్రచుకొనడానికి ము౦దుగానే నష్టట ప్రవహార౦ చదల్పల౦చడ౦.


భూమిలేని కుటు౦బాలకు, వారవకి జరవగవన ఆరవికప్రమైన నష్ాటనికి గాను 10 స్౦వతురాలపాటు

పి౦ఛను రూప్౦లో నెలకు రూ.2,500 చొప్ుిన ఆరవిక స్హాయ౦ అ౦ది౦చడ౦.


సేకరణ మరవయు నష్టట ప్రవహార గ్ణనకు స్౦బ౦ధి౦చ్చన స్మాచారానిన మరవయు ఎల్డ పి ఎస్ కిర౦ద

వచేిలాభాలను అ౦దరవకీ వెలలడి౦చడ౦.


ఫిరాయదుల ప్రవష్ాకరానికి ఒక య౦తార౦గానిన ఏరాిటు చేయడ౦.



పారజెక్ట నిరాిణ స్మయ౦లో ప్నికి స్౦బ౦ధి౦చ్చ ఐఛ్ఛికాలు కల్పి౦చడ౦.



కమూయనిటీ ఎ౦గేజ్ మ౦ట్ విధానానిన కొనసాగవ౦చడ౦.



పారజెక్ట పారర౦భి౦చడానికి

ము౦దు

అవస్రమైన

సాినిక గారమీణప్రజలు

తమ ప్నులు

చేస్ుకోవడానికి వీలు కల్పి౦చడ౦.


రూ.1,50,000 వరకు వయవసాయ ఋణ మాఫీ / ఎన్ ఆర్ ఇ జి ఎ ప్థక౦ కి౦
ర ద 365 రోజులు

ప్ని కల్పి౦చడ౦/ భృతితో వృతిత శిక్షణ/ఉచ్చత విదయ/ప్రభుతి౦ నిరాదర్౦చ్చన ఇతర సౌకరాయల కిర౦ద ఉచ్చత
వెైదయ సౌకరాయలు కల్పి౦చడ౦.


పేదకుటు౦బాలకు స్ియ౦ఉపాధికెై రూ.25 లక్షలవరకు వడడ్లేని ఋణ స్దుపాయ౦.

ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్
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1.5. జీవనోప్ాధధపెై ప్ాభావ౦


ఈ పారజెక్ట నిమితత ౦ తమ భూమిని ధారాదతత ౦ చేసిన కుటు౦బాల జీవితాలపై దీని ప్రభావ౦

ఇ౦తకుము౦దే ప్డిఉ౦టు౦ది, లేదా దీరక
ఘ ాల౦లో ప్డుతు౦ది. ఈ పార౦త౦లోని ప్రజలలో అధికభాగ్౦
(భూయజమాని మరవయు భూమిలేని వారవపై) తమ జీవనోపాధికెై వయవసాయ౦పై ఆధారప్డి ఉనానరు.
దీనివలల ఇకకడి ప్రజలు శాశిత౦గా ప్రస్త ుత జీవనోపాధి కోలోియిే అవకాశ౦ ఉ౦ది.
1.5.1. ఉప్శమన చరయలు
లాయ౦డ్ ప్ూల్ప౦గ్ ప్థక౦ కిర౦ద అధిక సాియిలో భూమి సేకరవ౦చడ౦ వలల , జరవగవన నష్ాటనికి ప్రభావితమైన
వారవకి ఉప్శమన౦గా తీస్ుకొనన కి౦
ర ది చరయలు కొ౦తవరకు ఆ నష్ాటనిన తగవీ౦చగ్లుగ్ుతాయి:


నష్టట ప్రవహార చదల్పల౦ప్ు మరవయు ఎల్డ ఏ ఆర్ & ఆర్ చటట ౦, 2013 ప్రకార౦ ఆర్ & ఆర్ లాభాలు.



భూమికోలోియిన వారవకి పారజెక్ట నిరాిణ స్మయ౦లో అరుతను బటిట ఉపాధి కలినలో

పారధానయత.


ప్రభావితమైన ప్రజలకు పారజెక్ట నిరిహణ స్మయ౦లో జీవనోపాధి అవకాశాలు మరుగ్ు

ప్రచుకొనే౦దుకు అవస్రమైన వృతిత నెైప్ుణయ౦లో శిక్షణ కల్పి౦చడ౦.
1.6. సౌకరాయలపెై ప్ాభావ౦
గారమీణస్ి ల౦ మొతత ౦/ ఇతర ఆవాస్ పార౦తాలలో ఇప్ిటికే ఉనన విదుయత్ ల ైనల ు, టెల్పఫో న్ ల ైనల ు,
నీటిస్రఫరా, మొదల ైనవి తొలగవ౦చడ౦ ను౦డి మినహాయి౦చబడినాయి. నిరాిణ స్మయ౦లో సాధారణ
సౌకరాయలకు ఏవిధ్మైన ఇబబ౦ది కలుగ్కు౦డా ప్ూరవత జాగ్రతతలు తీస్ుకోబడతాయి. ప్రతిపాదిత ప్రణాళికలో
మౌల్పక సౌకరాయల ఏరాిటులో తీస్ుకొనన చరయల వలల జీవనసిితి గ్తులలో మారుి వస్ుత౦ది.
1.6.1. ఉప్శమన చరయలు
ప్రభావమనేది చాలా తకుకవగా ఉ౦టు౦దని అ౦చనా వేయబడి౦ది. దిగ్ువ తదల్పపిన ఉప్శమన చరయలవలల
సౌకరాయలలో కల్పగే౦దుకు అవకాశమునన ఇబబ౦దులు కూడా వీలయిన౦తగా తగవీ౦చబడతాయి.


ఆ సౌకరాయనిన స్౦బ౦ధిత విభాగ్ స్మనియ౦తో స్ి ల౦ మారిడ౦;



ఏదేని సౌకరాయనిన స్ి లమారవిడి చేయవలసి వసేత , దానివలల సౌకరయ౦లో ఏదేని అ౦తరాయ౦

ఏరిడినటల యితే, తాతాకల్పక ఏరాిటు చేయడ౦;


సౌకరయ౦లో

ఏదేని

అ౦తరాయ౦

ఏరిడేటటల యితే,

ప్రజలకు

దానిగ్ురవ౦చ్చ

ము౦దుగానే

తదల్పయప్రచడ౦.

ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్
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1.7. నిరాాణ ద్శలోని ప్ాభావాలు
పారజెక్ట లోని నిరాిణదశలో ప్ర౦ప్రగా ఏకమొతత ౦గా "సరెడ్" అని పిలువబడే కొనిన కారయకలాపాలు
జరుగ్ుతాయి. ఈ పార౦త౦ నిరాిణ౦, రోడుల వేయడ౦, స్ి లానిన శుభర౦చేయడ౦, గ్ృహ, వాణిజయ, మరవయు
పారవశారమిక యూనిటల నిరాిణ౦, సామాజిక మౌల్పక వస్తుల నిరాిణ౦, టీట్
ర మ౦ట్ పాల౦ట్ నిరాిణ౦,
పారవశుధ్య పైప్ ల ైనల ు వేయడ౦, మరవయు కారవికుల వస్తుల నిరాిణ౦, మొదల ైన వాటి వలల
ప్రభావితమవుతు౦ది. పైన తదల్పపిన కారయకలాపాలపై వేసిన అ౦చనా మరవయు వివిధ్ వాటాదారులతో
చరవి౦చ్చన తరువాత నిరాిణస్మయ౦లో తల తేత దిగ్ువ తదల్పపిన ఇబబ౦దులను తగవీ౦చవచిని
అ౦చనావేయబడి౦ది.
1.7.1. ఉప్శమన చరయలు
నిరాిణ స్మయ౦లో కొతత వారు రావడ౦ వలల మరవయు వారవకి స్౦బ౦ధి౦చ్చన ఏదేని ఆరోగ్యస్మస్యలు
ఇకకడునన స్మాజ౦పై ప్రభావ౦ చూపే౦దుకు అవకాశ౦ ఉ౦ది. ఈ ప్రభావాలు మధ్యస్ి సాియిలో
ఉ౦టాయని మరవయు దిగ్ువ తదల్పపిన చరయలు అమలు చేయడ౦ వలల ఇకకడునన వారవ ఆరోగ్య౦పై చూపే
ప్రభావానిన కొ౦తమేరకు తగవీ౦చవచిని అ౦చనావేయబడి౦ది.


వీలయిన౦తవరకు సాినిక౦గా లభయమయిేయ నెైప్ుణయ౦లేని, తకుకవ నెైప్ుణయ౦ కల్పగవ ఉనన,

ప్ూరవతసి ాయి నెైప్ుణయ౦ కల్పగవ ఉననవారవని ప్నిలోకి తీస్ుకోవడ౦ వలల వలస్వచేి ప్నివారవని గ్ణనీయ౦గా
నివారవ౦చవచుి; గారమీణ వయవసాయ కూలీలను ప్టట ణ వయవసాయ/ వయవసాయిేతర నెైప్ుణాయలను
ప౦చుకోవచుి;


ప్రవమిత౦గా లభి౦చే సాినిక వనరులపై ఆధారప్డటానిన నివారవ౦చే౦దుకు నిరాిణ కాయ౦ప్ులోని

వలస్కూలీలకు మౌల్పక మరవయు ఇతర పారథమిక సౌకరాయలు కల్పి౦చవచుి;


నిరాిణ పార౦త౦లోకి ఇతరులు రాకు౦డా నిరోధి౦చే౦దుకు మరవయు నిరాిణస్౦బ౦ధిత

కారయకలాపాల కల్పగే దుష్టరెభావాల ను౦డి ప్రజలను రక్ష్ి౦చవచుి;


మారెకట్ మరవయు ఆవాస్పార౦తాలలో ప్నిజరుగ్ుతుననప్ుిడు మరవయు ప్రతేయకి౦చ్చ గోతులు

తవుితుననప్ుిడు అదనప్ు భదరతా చరయలు చేప్టట డ౦;


వెైదయసౌకరాయలు కల్పి౦చడ౦ దాిరా ప్నివారవకి ప్రరక్షలు, ప్రయవేక్షణ, చ్చకితు చేయి౦చడ౦

మరవయు అవస్రమయినప్ుిడు రోగ్నిరోధ్క కారయకరమాలు చేప్టట డ౦;


ప్నివారవలో ఆరోగ్య౦ ప్టల అప్రమతత త కల్పగవ౦చే, ప్రతేయకి౦చ్చ స్ుఖ్వాయధ్ులకు స్౦బ౦ధి౦చ్చ వారవని

జాగ్రూకులను చేసే విదాయస్౦బ౦ధ్మైన కారయకరమాలు చేప్టట డ౦;


నిరాిణ౦ జరవగే స్ి ల౦ చుటుటప్కకల పార౦తాలలోని ఆవాస్ పార౦తాలలో వాయధ్ులు కల్పగవ౦చే

స్ూక్షికిమ
ర ులు ప్రబలకు౦డా, లారాి వాయపిత చద౦దకు౦డా పారవశుధ్య చరయలు చేప్టట డ౦;


వెకటార్ నియ౦తరణ కారయకరమ౦ అమలు చేయడ౦;

ఇ పి టి ఆర్ ఐ, హైదరాబాద్
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నీరు నిల్పచ్చ ఉ౦డకు౦డా చూడట౦;



వివిధ్ ఆరోగ్య స్మస్యలు, నివారణ, వెకటార్-ఆధారవత వాయధ్ులు ప్రబలకు౦డా తీస్ుకోవలసిన

జాగ్రతతల గ్ురవ౦చ్చ పారజెక్ట సిబబ౦ది, మరవయు నివాస్ము౦డే వారవకి తదల్పయజెప్ిడ౦;


కిమి
ర కీటకాల బారవను౦డి రక్షణ పొ ౦దే౦దుకెై రెపలల ౦టు
ల , బటట లు, వలలు మరవయు ఇతర

నిరోధాలను వాడటానిన పో ర తుహి౦చడ౦;


ప్ురుగ్ు మ౦దులు దురవినియోగ్౦ కాకు౦డా, చ్చ౦దకు౦డా, మనుష్టుయలు ప్రమాదవశాతు
త

వీటిబారవన ప్డకు౦డా వాటిని భదరప్రచడ౦, రవాణా మరవయు ప్౦పిణీలలో భదరతాచరయలు చేప్టట డ౦;
మరవయు రహదారవ భదరతా చరయలు చేప్టట డ౦.
1.8. సామాజికప్రమైన వయయ౦ & లాభాలు


ఈ విభాగ్౦ అమరావతి - ఆ౦.ప్ర. రాజధాని నగ్ర నిరాిణ అభివృదిి పారజెక్ట లోని లాభాలు

(స్కారాతిక ప్రభావాలు) మరవయు నకారాతిక ప్రభావ౦ (సామాజికప్రమైన వయయ౦) గ్ురవ౦చ్చ
తదలుప్ుతు౦ది. ఈ గారమ౦లోని భూసేకరణకు అయిేయ ఖ్రుి రూ.5.96 క్కటల
ా గ్ా అ౦చనా వేయబడి౦ది.
స్కారాతిక మరవయు నకారాతిక ప్రభావాలు దిగ్ువ ఇచ్చిన ప్టిటక ఇ3 లో చరవి౦చబడినాయి.
ప్టట్ క ఇ 3 : ప్ాాజెక్ట్ యొకో సక్ారాతాక మరియు నక్ారాతాక అ౦చనాలు
వ.
స౦.

సక్ారాతాక ప్ాభావ౦

నక్ారాతాక ప్ాభావ౦

రిమారుోలు

1.

ఎకరానికి పరవగన
వ ధ్ర

2.

సామాజిక అభివృదిి

3.

మౌల్పక వస్తుల అభివృదిి

అ౦శాలను జాగ్రతతగా అధ్యయన౦ చేసన
ి

4.

ఆరవిక అభివృదిి

తరువాత, ఈ పారజెక్ట స్మాజానికి ఎ౦తో

జీవనప్రమాణాలలో

మేలుచేసద
ే ిగా గ్ురవత౦చబడి౦ది.

5.

ఎదుగ్ుదల

వయవసాయ భూమి నష్టట ౦

వయయ౦ మరవయు లాభాలకు

వయవసాయప్ర౦గా

(నకారాతిక మరవయు స్కారాతిక

కోలోియిన జీవనోపాధి

ప్రబావాలు) స్౦బ౦ధి౦చ్చన వివిధ్

వయవసాయప్ర౦గా జీవనోపాధి
కోలోియిేవారవకి ప్టట ణ పార౦త౦లో
వయవసాయానిన చేప్టట డ౦ వ౦టి

6.

మరుగెన
ై జీవనోపాధి

ఉప్శమన చరయలదాిరా మరవయు

మరవయు స్ియ౦ఉపాధి

వయవసాయిేతర జీవనోపాధి

అవకాశాలు

అవకాశాలను వృతిత నెప్
ై ుణాయనిన
ప౦పొ ౦ది౦చుకోవడ౦, మరవయు
స్ియ౦ఉపాధి ప౦చుకోవచుి.
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ఈపారజెక్ట లో ప్రధాన౦గా వయవసాయ భూమి ఉ౦ది. ఈ స్ి ల౦ లాయ౦డ్ ప్ూల్ప౦గ్ ప్థక౦ దాిరా
లభయమవుతు౦ది. ఈ పారజెక్ట సాినిక ప్రజలకు మౌల్పక వస్తుల అభివృదిి, సామాజిక అభివృదిికి
తోడిడటమేగాక, జీవనోపాధి అవకాశాలు మరవయు స్ియ౦ఉపాధి వనరులు ప౦పొ ౦ది౦చుకోవడానికి
దో హద౦ చేస్త ు౦ది.
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